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taken steps for the relief of Mr.
but that no report had been
received since the embassy at Mexico City and the consulate at Chihua-una had been instructed to act in Mc
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feud which
Chicago, July 2S.
ten years ago and which is said
to have been marked liy several previous homicides, claimed another vio-tint today in .Michael Orsiuo. at Blue
Island, a suburb. Orsino was shot by
Michael Biossa and John Sinrea as lip
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.Madera.

A telegram received by lioprese.nta-t:rSmith today said that the Madera
lefugees were in momentary peril.
There are 35 Americans there, 21 of
The
v.hom are women and childten.
telegram charged that Consul Edwards had not properly represented
Ihe situation to the state department,
that
representative Smith reported
sr railroad bridges on the railroad
line between Madera and El Paso
have been burned or dynamited ann
bandits have threatened to kill any
persons attempting to repair the line.
He also urged Secretary Bryan to em-- l
nrgo all shipments of arms to Mexico
or allow both Mexican factions to secure American guns.
Representative Smith said that the
secretary gave hira no information as
what the United States proposed
to do.
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Donald's behalf,
Asks Removal of Consul,
Representative Smith, of Texas,
asked Secretary Bryan to remove Con-- I
nil F.dwarils. at Juarez, because of his
refusal to allow a party of DO Americans to go to the relief of refugees
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EXISTS IN MEXICO.
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SIMPLIFYING
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MENT IN SIGHT.
AMINATION.
llihu four times in the neck and back
causing Instant death. The slayers
were arrested soon afterward, and the
Ulun Island police say, confessed the OPERATORS ATTEMPT
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El Paso, Texas, July 28. Charles U. brother of Orsino s a year ago.
Washington, D.
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Mexican troops who arrested
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JOY RIDE ENDS
ficials claim to know nothing of the the canal zone, has been deposited. the district, but without making any
"All at this time. I think the letters bill, which he condemned.
is imminei t in Mexico itself.
"This
Townsend
Senator
bill,"
said,
case.
I
will show," said Mulhall.
ffeetive control over its revenues has arrests.
This hit in lation was obtained in
IN DEATH OF
"was conceived in hatred of the AmMexican ollicials declare Kimball given the little republic n balance
Frequently in his correspondence erican
official cire'es today with an authora-iv- e
policy of protection and brought was released yesterday at 10 o'clock,
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Mulhall referred to "the labor lobby."
denial that any proposal looking
ludgt amounting to $.1,481,214 an- - POTATO CROP
forth in the darkness of the secret lie has not been
located by friends, i.ually.
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labor
tho
Its total Invested capital Is
Ameriyou
toward a
by
between
caucus
chamber
under the professiona' however. The friends have taken the 5i.OS5,0OO.
THREATENED BV
can military forces and the Mexican
Rochester, N. Y., July 2S.E. J. lobby?" asked Senator Nelson.
who
of one
has never had any matter up with Consul Edwards in
"Gompers, Morrison and members charge
of a lumber
government forces for a resumption Sankpeal,
IMOTH
in business obstetrics. Is Juarez.
Those who company, and Miss Martha Uartlebin, of the executive board of tha Federa experience
of peace was suggested.
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the
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thing
Governor Knocks Ambassador.
TRAIN WRECK WILL DIE
approached the president today on the a young woman of this city, were in- tion of labor," said the witness. "I alshaped and deforme(J ? Is it any wonWashington D. C, July 28. WarnEagle Pass, Texas, July 28. The
Mexican situation found him disin- stantly killed today when an automo-tilways found them busy. I saw them der
Boulder, Colo., July 28. None of the
American progress and prosperity
!
ings
Ainbassa-statement
against a pest that threatens
about
following
clined to discuss the Bubject, as later
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most
driven by Sankpeal was struck by lrequently
capital."
persons
seriously injured in
looks with disfavor on it?
dor Henry Lane Wilson todav was the overturning yesterday of five Colo- every dinner table In the land was
he was to confer with Ambassador the Wolverine express on the New
Senator Lodge appeared to deny
Senator Townsend also criticized
issued today by the department of agtn Presirlont Wilunn liv
Mulhall's statement that he conferred executive
Henry Lane Wilson. Secretary Bryan V'ork Central at a crossing in
interference and caucus Governor Vales, of the state of Yuca- rado and Southern coaches of an ex- riculture, against the potato moth,
cursion train at Eldora, a mountain
with him in the summer of 1910. Ild domination.
arranged to see the president before
a few miles from the city.
Is working havoc with the crop
tan, Mexico, now in Piedras Negras, resort a few miles west of here, will
The secretary also
the conference.
Mrs. Sankpeal identified both bodies e'unied ever having seen Mulhall bethe constitutionalists' provisional cap- - die, according to statements today by in numerous parts of the country 'and
continued his reticence on Mexican af- fit the morgue this morning. She told fore the investigation began.
whose ravages threaten to prevent
iital.
fairs.
"I certainly am not going to try to
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physicians.
the coroner she had quarreled with her
the planting of the vegetable In many
"I am the constitutional governor
It was learned from the white house husband last
contradict
what
senator,
In
you
say,
he
left
and
her
night
AUCTIONS HER
places of the winter supply. The pest
of Yucatan, having been elected De- STEAMER GOES ASHORE
however, that reports crediting AmShe was sitting up awaiting trid Mulhall, "but I do say that 1
especially Is prevalent iu California
cember lit, litll, and still holding unbassador Wilson with having advocat- anger.
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and
shipments of early pota
with Mexico or intervenChalmette, from New Orleans for toes itthrough
Mulhall swore that J. H. McMichael,
London, July 28. airs. Emmeline
is introduced broadcast through
am the brother-in-la"I
tion were unfounded.
of Vice-jxeThe president
york, wf,nt ashore during the out the nation.
( ne time chief page of the house, came Pankhurst, the
militant suffragette President Pino Suarez and was in
has received from Ambassador Wilson EARL ROGERS MAY
night on the New Jersey coast off
DEFEND CAMINETTI. to see him in Baltimore to get $10"t .leader, made a dramatic appearance Mexico City with my family during the
Experts of the bureau of entomology
a historical account of events in
Barnegat. In response to a wireless
and was to give half of it to Represen- this afternoon on the stae of the
Mexico in the last three years.
revolution when on the llith call from the vessel early today a tug urge potato growers to look carefully
February
tesmusic hall where the militants hold it became
Los Angeles, July 28. Earl Rogers, tative McDermott, of Illinois. He
The ambassador himself declared
necessary for me to Ilee to was despatched from New York to her over the potatoes they dig and destroy
tified that McDermott later claimed their weekly meetings.
every potato and vine that shows the
save my life. My wife subsequently assistance.
today he had not mentioned any reme- who was chief counsel to Clarence he
She was seated in an Invalid chair called on Ambassador
got only $20.
dies on the situation and had not even Darrow in the latter's court appear
slightest signs of the moth. Special
Wilson and he
manufac-lanwrote
was
Mulhall
later
in
the
lookshawls.
She
wrapped
attention, they add, should be given
told her that it was necessary she
put on paper the plans he had in ance here, has practically been reZ300
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officials
and pale and several nurses should
about fixing things
to seed potatoes.
mind. He reserved these, he said, for tained as chief counsel for the de- hirers'
Fumigation with
telegraph me at once and urge
Deniing, N. M., July 28. Charlie
were In attendance.
his personal interviewwith the presi- fense of Drew Caminettl and Maury the new house.
me strongly
to recognize General Lucha, aged 22 years, an employe of carbon bisulphide Is recommended.
The appearance of the militant lead"What success did you have?" asked
dent Contradictory Information has 1. Diggs, who early this year eloped
as president of the republic." the Mountain States Telephone and" The scientists utter a warning
er was the signal for a great display Huerta
reached the Washington government f: om Sacramento to Reno, Nev., with Senator Nelson.
Vales' telegram declared that the Telegraph Co., touched a 2"00 volt,1 against careless methods In planting
of enthusiasm.
Her stay was very ambassador threatened him with what
"Absolute failure."
regarding the stability of the Huerta Miss Lola Norris and Miss Marsha
electric power wire and was instantly and harvesting potatoes and declare.
Mulhall finally Testified that Reprfc brief and she was afterward carried would
government. It was said today to he Warrington, high school girls.
if Vales did not recog- killed about noon today near the Union "unless protective and defensive meashappen
to
back
taxicab
the
had
which
in
she
a question of reliability of Informants,
nize Huerta, The
also speci- station. He was working with the ures are adopted at once there will be
The retention of Rogers In thfe tentative McDermott, and McMichart, arrived without
being molested by the fied other alleged telegram
Officials trained to state reports were case
chief page, were about the only perof the Am- hne gang when the accident happen- a serious reduction of the potato crop."
actions
promises a bitter contest of a
credited. It was said, however, that matter which has become of nation sons from whom he expected to get police.
Mrs. Pankhurst addressed a few erican ambassador to which Vales ed and was up a pole about 15 feet.
In the last ten days there has been
FILE BANKRUPTCY PETITION
said Mexicans objected.
vide
He declared that If information and who would help him words to the meeting,
assuring her au
little or no change In the status of l.e importance.into the case it will
"fixing things."
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and defense were ready today for the
With the approach of noon, busi- National Park.
ways, on traffic conditions In Mexico here tonight from a tour of the west in
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find their relation to the paralyzed the interest of the organization. The handling
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Frank, who was superintendent of
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ing in the Philippines is not prevalent Manitou officials marched in the parThe gum boat Wheeling reported and a common belief to that effect Is ade this morning which marked the X co cause the senate judiciary
many of them relatives or close ordered by the consul to have steam
clining to i 45.
torn Prontlera makes no mention of disproved by figures collected by the formal opening of the
concommittee today to delay action
The only feature of the later ses friends of the victims, the funeral of up in readiness, if necessary, to em'
Senator Pomerene surgeon general of the army. These vention of the order here. Immed'Borders Ahere.
twenty-onunidentified dead, who bark the women and children from
on his confirmation.
Protests
sion was its comparative dullness !t'le
'
ailed at thU state department to show there are more discharges from iately following the parade, the visiBusiness fell to the level where it 'ost their lives in the Binghamton lire suburb of Shamen, where most of
jress for attention the case oi Bernard the army for mental ailments in the tors assembled at Temple Theater, S tee, but no
failed to possess any significance, but Clothing company Are,, took place to- - the foreigners reside.
prolonged
fight
There was an abnormal exodus
ItcDonald. ufider sentence of death at United States than in the islands, the where Mayor McKesson delivered an
against his ultimate confirma- - X prices showed little tendency to yield l'a'of the better class of Chinese from
Firemen and police bore the cof- 'hihuahua. I Senator Pomerene was figures being 2.78 per 1,000 for the address of welcome. The response Y tion is expected.
X even when moderate pressure
was
was made by Head Consul Eoak.
Canton to Hong Kong.
"old that the! department hud already former and 2.18 for the latter.
fins to the graves.
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Notarial Seal this 18th day of Oc lot July, A.

D. 1913.

Blood
(Signed) HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
Chairman
Attest:
B. F. WILLIAMS.
(Signed) EDWIN F. COARD,
Notary Public.
Clerk.
My commission expires April 4th.
19U.
Eczema Gone! Acne, Tetter,
ENDORSED: No. 9C05.
FUND
Amended Articles of Incorporation SCHOOL
Rash, Pimples, Carbunof OKLAHOMA FARM MORTGAGE
FOR THIS COUNTV
cles, Boils Banished!
COMPANY.
Guthrie,
Secretary's Memorandum,
Oklahoma Territory, Secretary's OfKANSAS CORPORATION LAW RESULTS
fice.
John V. Conway, county superintenThis instrument was filed for record dent of schools, has apportioned
IN ARREST OF DON A. MOUN
this 21 day of October, A. D., 1907, at $2058.00 among the schools of the
9 o'clock a. m.
DAY, WHO HAD BEEN DEFRAUDcounty. There are 6054 school chil.
Recorded in
Corporation
dren and this makes a rate of 34 cents
ING INVESTORS IN NEW MEXICO
Record No. 27, at Page 11.
for each pupil. The apportionment to
OHAS H. FILSON,
each district is as follows:
LAND.
:
Secretary of Oklahoma
No. of
Amount
'
7595.
No.
Foreign
District.
Census, credited.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 225.
S. 8. Driven the Demon of Ilnd
1
116
$ 39.44 MADE BIG HAUL
i
Blood Bark to the Wood.
Certified copy of Articles of Incor2
83
28.22
OKLAHOMA FARM 3
poration of
352
119.68
Tho under layer of skin is a line
WORKED
WHILE
SCHEME
MORTGAGE COMPANY.
of tiny blood vessels in which the
4
94
31.96
Imiious blood remedy, S. S. S., works
Filed in Office of State Corporation
5
102
34.68
with remarkable activity. ThiH is why
Commission, Jul. 5, 1913; 9:15 a. m 6
87
29.58
Don A. Moun Day, well known K sS. S., the best known blood purifier,
skin.
EDWIN F. COARD,
7
172
58.48 around Las Vegas and Portaies where lr such a positive action in the
Tli re is one ingredient in S. 8. 8. which
Clerk 8
167
56.78 hi was associated with big schemes
or
stimulates
cellular
pi'riiliarly
Compared E. D. C. to J. J. 0.
9
117
39.78 for the
to select from the blood
development of the country or H ornactivity
Slate.
this fine network of blood vesState of New Mexico.
10
87
29.58 ai'd his wife, were arrested in
Topeka, sels in tho Bkln, those elements which
To All To Whom These Presents
Certificate of Comparison.
11
92
31.28 Kan.,
qn warrants charging it n iiuires for regeneration.
Friday
Shall Come, Greeting: I, Benjamin P United States of America,
12
95
32.30 him with using the mails to defraud,
Tims, pimples, acne, eczema, lupus,
Harrison, Secretary of State of the
State of New Mexico. ss.
or
other blood condition that at13
20.74 and also warrants issued
61
by the state tacksny the skin or seeks an outlet
State of Oklahoma, do hereby certliy It Is Hereby Certified that the an- 14
42.84 of Kansas
126
met with the ancharging him with violating, through the skin, is
that the following and hereto attach- nexed is a full,, true and complete 15
110
37.40 the Blue
effect of S. S. S.
Sky law of the Sunflower tidotal
ed is a true copy of amended articles transcript of the statement designat- 16
Under the influence of S. S. S. this
85
28.90 slate.
of incorporation of. the "OKLAHOMA ing principal office, agent, etc., of OK- 17
fine network of blood vessels in the
100
34.00
on
informaIs constantly taking- from the
was
arrest
made
This
ckin
the
FARM MORTGAGE COMPANY,"
LAHOMA FARM MORTGAGE COM- 18
231
78.54
nutrition required for healthy
tion furnished by J. A. 'Peterson, a l.luod the
original of which is now on file and a PANY (No. 7596) with the endorse- 19
and the cause of disease is just
91
30.94
of the Blue Sky law dw tissue,
matter of record In this office.
ns
representative
ments thereon, as same appears on 20
constantly becoming removed, scat146
49.64
These
rendered harmless.
In Testimony Whereof, I hereto set file and of record in the office of the 21
ptrtment, who spent most of last week tered and more
39
13.26
fully explained in a
in this city investigating the case, es- facts are
my hand and cause to be affixed the State Corporation Commission.
22
on skin troubles sent by The
buok
32
10.88
the records of the state engiGreat Seal of State.
Specific Co.. 190 Swift Bids., AtIn Testimony Whereof, the Chair- 23
37.74 peciallyoffice with a view to ascertain-li.Ill
Done at the City of Oklahoma City man and
neer's
lanta, Ga. Tou will find S. S. S. on sale
Clerk of said Commission 24
76
25.84
at
druB stores. Get a bottle
all
claims were foundif Moun
this 23rd day of June, A. D. 1913.
have hereunto set their hands and af- 25
and banish all skin allllctions.
94
31.96 ed on facts. Day's
were
that
(SEAL)
as
they
Finding
fixed the seal of said Commission,
26
84
28.56
BENJAMIN F. HARRISON,
rot he wired the Kansas authorities, wg an(J the admlni8trators of 86veral
the city of Santa Fe, on this Fifth day 27
151
51.34
of
State.
Secretary
rnd Moun Day was arrested.
of July, A. D. 1913.
28
&ased tM
88
29.92
(,statefj of chndren haye
By HUGH L. HARWELL,
It appears that Moun Day was sell- - intract8
29
(SEAL)
104
35.36
of
State.
Asst. Secretary
to middle west investors land in
30
(Signed) HUGH II. WILLIAMS,
79
26.86 mg
ffere(j
AMENDED ARTICLES OF INCOR- Attest:
the Antonio Ortiz grant in San Miguel
Chairman. 31
59
20.06
'
PORATION OF OKLAHOMA FARM
sufwater
rights
(Signed) EDWIN F. COARD.
32
40
13.60 county, claiming
MORTGAGE COMPANY.
u
to
f'cient
Clerk.
it
under
put
irrigation.
33
NAIL
COFFIN
46
15.64
Be It Known, That the undersigned STATEMENT OF OKLAHOMA FARM 34
ne naa no tuie to me
52
17.68 seems also mat
OF TROUBLE
citizens of the Territory of Oklahoma,
MORTGAGE COMPANY.
land, an option given him by Senator
35
44
14.96
do hereby voluntarily associate our
T. B. Catron, the owner having ex
All Men By These Presents: 36
Know
37
12.58
selves together for the purpose of That Oklahoma Farm Mortgage Com- 37
sometime over a year ago, ac-Detroit, July 28. Sparks from a
37
12,58 pired
forming a private corporation under pany, a corporation organized and excording to reports. It is reported that cigarette caused a fire which destroy-hof
the
of
Oklahoma,
the laws
Territory
had cleaned up between $200,000 nd $300 in furniture, nearly caused a
isting under and by virtue of the laws
Total
3687
$1253.58
and do hereby certify.
and $300,000 in this manner.
of the State of Oklahoma, and desir Santa Fe City
runaway, scorched a policeman's fin- 2367
804.78
FIRST:
The Kansas Blue Sky law Is for the gers and prevailed on two employes
to transact its business in the
ing
That the name of this Corporation State of New Mexico, doth hereby
and of the Brushaber Furniture Company
Totals
..6054
$2058.36 protection of innocent investors,
shall be Oklahoma Farm Mortgage make the following statement in acI hereby certify that the above is the cue to its workings Moun Day's to attempt to lower the record time
Company.
for a 100 yard dash.
cordance with the provisions of Sec- correct
apportionment of the school poheme was uncovered. The Kansas
SECOND:
tion 102, Chapter 79, Laws of 1905:
The blaze began in a delivery truck
City Star has the following story of
funds.
That the purposes for which this The amount of its authorized cam-ta- l
'of the furniture company at Clinton
the case:
JOHN V. CONWAY,
(Signed)
to
loan
are
formed
is
thd
and
is
stock
Corporation
$200,000.00,
The United States took a hand in and Beaubien streets when one of
County School Superintendent.
money upon real estate, personal amount actually issued Is $104,000.00
the Kansas Blue Sky law fight and the helpers on the wagon dropped a
and
collatera'
and
personal
The character of the business whicli
property
warrants were issued against Don A. cigarette on a mattress. Almost
security, and execute its notes and it is to transact in the State of New ATTACKED BV A
Day and his wife, L. D. W. stantly the wagon was ablaze. Fright-Vioudebentures payable at a future date, Mexico is: To loan money upon real
them with using cned at the flames the helpers jump- Day,
STRANGE MALADY the mails charging
l
and to pledge its mortgages on real estate, personal property,
and
to defraud. Moun Day eti from the wagon and ran, while
estate and other securities as security
and collateral security, and exebrought a suit a month ago to have Richard Horn, driver for the company,
therefor, and to discount and redis- cute its notes and debentures payable Grand Rapids, Mich., July 28. Suf- (iuclared
unconstitutional the Kansas stopped the team and attempted to excount notes, bonds and other securi- at a future date, and to pledge ifft fering from one of the
ma i.hie Sky law because it wa3 interfer- tinguish the blaze.
strangest
ties of all kinds.
mortgages on real estate and other ladies known to medical circles an'l
with his business of selling land
Failing in this Horn then managed
To buy, sell, and own real estate in securities as security therefor, and to doomed to die not later than five ing
in New Mexico.
to unhitch the horses, which were
transacbonds
and
for
the
rediscount
discount
notes,
amount
necessary
any
years hence, is the startling fate that
Moun Day and his wife were arrest- frantically trying to pull the heavy
tion of its own business, or which may and other securities of all kinds.
confronts the three boys of Mr. and ed at 11 o'clock and will be taken to truck held by the brakes.
Patrolman
In
own
To buy, sell and
real estate
be necessary to secure or collect any
Mrs. Albert Koster, of this city.
Leavenworth to appear before Lee Forester.who happened to be in the
indebtedness or claims due or owing any amount necessary for the transao
The boys, aged 13, 14 and 16, are Hond, United
States commissioner. vicinity, turned in the alarm and then
to It, or that may be necessary for or tion of its own business, or which may afflicted
with pseudo
Ey agreement the bonds have been assisted Horn in pulling the blazing
incidental to the general loan busi- be necessary to secure or collect any
a disease which developed in fixed at $2000 for Moun Day and $1000 chairs and bedding from the wagon.
ii debtedness or claims due or owing
ness.
each one during the first and second for his wife to appear before the Unit-ior
for
be
necessary
Also, to buy and sell personal prop- to it, or that may
of his life, and has caused all
In Topeka
States commissioner
war- incidental to the general loan busi-res- years
accounts,
erty, notes, bonds,
to become exceptionally fat, all three August 7 for preliminary hearing.
rants, securities, or other evidences
row weighing more than 200 pounds
At the same time the proceedings
of indebtedness, and to act as agents
Also, to buy and sell personal prop It has retarded their mentality bo thiU v ere started in the office of Fred
BELIEVED IN
in buying and selling real estate and erty, notes, bonds, accounts, warrants,
they discourse and play as children of llobertson, United States district at
personal property, notes, bonds, war- securities, or other evidences of in- four or five years.
HOURSi
torney, John S. Dawson, attorney gen
rants, accounts, securities, or other debtedness, and to act as agents tu The
is
war
a
eral
disease
of
Kansas,
quo
brought
Each Cap- - ""v
usually hereditary.
evidences of indebtedness, and for the buying and selling real estate, and
mile bears IMIDtU
but in the case of the Koster children ranto suit in the supreme court to
Investment of money.
warnotes,
bonds,
the
personal property,
no such history can be found. Dr. F. rust the company which Moun Day
To act as agents for insurance com- rants, accounts, securities, or other R.
Bewaretf counterfeits
the
to
for
is
and
receivers
Fabain,
physician,
attending
represents
appoint
ALL DKUUU1STS j
panies of all kinds and to solicit bust evidences of indebtedness, and for the quite certain in this case, that the i(
investment of money.
ness for such insurance companies.
exact
cannot
location
be
determined.
an
Moun
In
op1911
obtained
Day
AJso, to make abstracts of title to
The location of its principal office
One remarkable feature of the di t:on from T, B. Catron, United States
real estate in the Territory of Okla- in the State of New Mexico is desigfrom New Mexico, for what is"
homa.
nated as Portales, State of New sease is that It develops that portion senator as
the Antonio Ortiz grant of
To act as executor under last will Mexico, and the agent upon whom or the brain which governs wit and
or at the Instance of any person en- process against the corporation may humor. In the midst of their play about one hundred thousand acres in
titled to administration or guardian be served is Secretary of State of tho they will make puns and utter wit- New Mexico. Moun Day was to sell
ship of any estate, as administrator State of New Mexico, a natural person ticisms that would do credit to a u ntracts for the land, make certain
of estates of deceased person, or
of full age actually resident in th humorist of mature years. The effect improvements and certain payments
to Senator Catron.
guardian of an infant, insane person State of New Mexico, whose place of is most uncanny.
Then Moun Day started the present
or habitual drunkard or trustee for abode is Santa Fe, N. M.
The disease has a peculiar effect on
any convict under the appointment of In Witness Whereof, the said Okla the speech of the children as it robs plan of selling the land by contract,
any court of record having jurisdiction homa Farm Mortgage Company has them almost entirely .of the powers nud when it was all sold the land was
Now that most persons underto he opened to settlement and certain
of the person or estate of such deceas- caused its name to be hereunto sub of articulation.
and appreciate the many
stand
ed person, infant, insane person, idiot, scribed by its President and Secretary
t&
was
to
water
work
for
get
irrigation
Dr. Fabain declares that the trio
of being Informed
advantages
sellforty-fivhabitual drunkard or convict.
He
done.
to
has
be
le
hereto cannot possibly live after they are 19
and the corporate seal
agents
on in the communof
what
goes
THIRD:
D
ifflxed this 28th day of June, A.
or 20 years of age. and although this ing the contracts outside of Kansas,
In
which
they live, as well
ity
That the place where its principal 1913.
fact has been made known to them, rnd it is estimated by Mr. Robertson
as throughout the world In
business is to be transacted is at OklaH at he has taken in between $200,000
OKLAHOMA FARM MORTGAGE
cannot
realize that it is of any
they
general, advertising, especially
homa City, Oklahoma.
COMPANY.1
end $300,000 on the land contracts.
importance.
newspaper advertising, is being
FOURTH:
in
sold
fifteen
have
Contracts
been
(Signed)
Dr. Fabain is working at a handi
discussed in our homes.
That the term for which the Cor
ANDREW
KINGKADE,
By
as the disease is phenomenal, and states.
cap,
A great many more men than
to
is
is
for
exist
years.
twenty
President
poration
little is known about it. The casos The option on the land was forfeitany of us would guess take a
FIFTH:
(CORPORATE SEAL)
more
than
ed
and
a
has
it
ago,
year
are the first to be reported in Mich
lively and helpful Interest In all
The number of Directors or Trust
AtteBt (Signed)
H. P. DOUGHTY,
re just developed that Moun Day never
of those purchases for the home
igan, and medical annals have
ees of this Corporation and the namee Secretary.
corded but few instances in the United had and could not obtain any water
once left almost entirely to the
and residences of such of them who
(To be filed in the office of State
r'ghts for the property, the district at
women or servants.
are to serve until the election of such Corporation Commission. Filing fee States.
The land Is arid, and
And likewise
wives,
Mrs. Koster have giver, torney Bays.
many
and
Mr,
officers and their qualifications
$5.00, payable In advance.)
while there is a river running through
their permission to this as they
daughters and sons discuss in
Andrew Kingkade, Oklahoma City,
Foreign
men
to
own
are
other
all
the
said
the family circle everything
it will be of great value to the it,
Oklahoma.
Endorsed No. 7596
water rights. In his advertising mat
medical profession.
purchased by every member of
Geo. W. Carson, Oklahoma
City,
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6 Page 225
ter Moun Day said that he had ample
even unto the
the family,
Oklahoma.
Statement designating principal office,
water rights for all time,
clothes worn by his Royal
GOOD NEWS
H. P. Doughty, Oklahoma City, Okla
agent, etc., of OKLAHOMA FARM
He also represented that there was
Highness, the Head of the famhoma.
MORTGAGE COMPANY filed in office
f
million dollars in securities
ily.
Ross Crandall, Oklahoma City, Okla
Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard
Commission
of State Corporation
Taking the newspaper home
homa.
It and Profited Thereby.
r'eposited in a Topeka bank as a guar
m.
a.
and "getting the beat out of it"
antee that he would do as his adver
A. Martin Kingkade, Oklahoma City, July 5, 1913; 9:15
EDWIN F. COARD,
Is an occupation that Is growThese
Oklahoma.
"Good news travels fast," and 'the tising and contracts claimed
Clerk.
In popular favor as never
ing
were
securities
of
Ameri
the
SIXTH:
bonds
of
had
in
thousands
sufferers
back
before. To many, in fact, the
can
Reflnand
That the estimated value of the Compared E. D. C. to J. J. O.
Manufacturing
Sugar
reSanta Fe are glad to learn where
of New Mexico.
most interesting part of the
goods, chattels, lands,
rights, and State Certificate of
lief may be found. Many a lame, weak i'jg company, a company that has not
news Is the news of advertising.
Authority.
a dollar of assets, the district attorney
credits owned by the corporation Is
no
back
is
and
bad
more,
aching
United States of America,
Certainly it Is among the
Eighty Thousand Dollars,
thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills. Our says.
State of New Mexico. ss.
most profitable.
That the amount of Capital Stoc
Tho
out
sent
matter
advertising
by
of
are
news
citizens
telling the good
It Is Hereby Certified, That there
of this Corporation shall
be Two
their
with this tested rem- V.oun Day asserts that Charles Ses Hundred Thousand Dollars and shall was aied for record in the office of the edy. experience
Curan
is
Here
State
example worth read- sions, secretary of state: Charles
of
Commission
the
Corporation
he divided into Two Thousand shares
t's.
States senator; John
of
New
Mexico
ing:
on
State
5th
the
day
of One Hundred Dollars each.
R. Mulvane, Topeka's oldest banker,
NOTICE TO
of July, A. D., 1913, at 9:15 a. m., by
Mrs. S. M. Rodriguez, S. Palace ave.,
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, We havo
pud several other well known Topeka
Oklahoma
Farm
N.
Santa
"About
Mortgage
Mex.,
Company,
Fe,
says:
three!;""
hereunto subscribed our names this
men were stockholders and
,
,. ,
a corporation duly organized and ex
Twelfth day of October, A. D. 1907.
thoroughly indorsed the company and
under
and
of
virtue
the
were
I
by
bad
back.
so
isting
lawj
couldn't
They
ANDREW KINGKADE,
of the State of Oklahoma, a certified bend over. I had trouble with the ti e operations of Moun Day. The in
I
GEO. W. CARSON,
Is
I am offering for sale my
of
its
of
Articles
copy
Incorporation kidney secretions. I used a box of formation the district attorney has
H. P. DOUGHTY,
and Statement designating principal Doan's Kidney Pills and was cured. hat these men knew nothing of the
BUSINESS & FIXTURES
ROSS CRANDALL,
and were simply figureoffice in this State, agent, etc., as pro- Two
months after that another of my proposition
A. MARTIN KINGKADE.
cheap, on account of other
heads In the company.
vided by Section 102, Chapter
79,
comwas
taken
with kidney
family
Territory of Oklahoma,
and
Moun
When
business taking up my.
the
arrests
Laws of 1905.
of
Day
Oklahoma Coun4y. ss.
plaint He was unable to work and
A good paying prop
Now Therefore, The said corpora felt weak. He used two boxes of bhs wife were made two United States
time.
a
before
me,
appeared
Personally
tion is hereby authorized by the Stati Doan's Kidney Pills and since then, post office inspectors went to the office
said
and will bare the
And
for
Public
osition
County,
in
Notary
Corporation Commission to transact he hasn't had any kidney trouble. We o; the company and took all the
Territory above oftmed, Andrew King business
closest
the
investigation.
found.
be
could
and
money that
in the State of New Mexico, are certain that the cure is a
kade, H. P. Doughty, Geo. W. Carson,
perma- These will be held
to
receivers
the
and
business
the
is
such
as
fre
by
may
nent one."
Boss Crandall, afid A.' Martin King
be appointed by the supreme court.
transacted by corporations or
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 If the
kade, who are personally known to lawfully under
company is found to be fraudulaws
the
of this state. cents. Foster-Milburme to be the sarfae persons who exe- ganized
Co., Buffalo, lent the money, or such part of it as
In Testimony Whereof, the Chair New
Of
NOVELTY WORKS.
oiitml the forearoInK instrument
York, sole agents for the United is available, will be returned to the
man and Clerk of said Commission
writing Art duly acknowledged the have hereunto set their hands and af- States.
r en and women who bought the land 104
104
Galisteo Street
executiofl otlhe same.
Remember the namer Doan's and contracts. Many Kansas farmers have
In Testimony Whtereof, I have here- fixed theofseal of said onCommission, a take no other.
SANTA
W.
:
FE, ft M.
land contracts and many wid- Telephone 157
this Fifth day
unto subscribed smy fcame and affixed the City Santa Fe,
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION,
OKLAHOMA FARM MORTGAGE
COMPANY,
State of New Mexico.
Certificate of Comparison.
United States of America,
State of New Mexico. as.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the annexed is a full, true and complete
transcript of the Certified Copy of Articles of Incorporation of OKLAHOMA
FARM MORTGAGE COMPANY (No.
7595) with the endorsements thereon,
as same appears on file and of record
in the office of the State Corporation
Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the Chairman and Clerk of said Commission
have hereunto set their hands and
affixed the seal of said Commission, at
the City of Santa Fe, on this Fifth
day of July, A. D. 1913.
t SEAL)
(Signed) HVGH H. WILLIAMS,
Chairman.
Attest:
(Signed) EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk
State of Oklahoma,
Department of State.
(GREAT SEAL)
Benjamin F. Harrison, Secretary ol

j
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JULY 28, 1913.
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BLUE SKY LAW ENDS Hooray!

tober, 1907,
(SEAL)

Free of Impurities

WILD CAT LAND

SCHEME

IS APPORTIONED

Territory-ENDORSED-

net-wo- rk

Klan-dui:-

i

THAT

T2EV50L-VE-D

We

will be pleased

HAVe: You COME
IN AND.5EE. OURCJOOD

To

values and our,

Stock

Complete

WE ARE JVSTLY
PROUD, For, Wt'VE

Got the: goods

TALK ABOUT A FINE 8TOCK OF HARDWARE, WHY, WE ARE JUST
AS PROUD A8 WE CAN BE OF WHAT WE HAVE IN OUR STORE.
WE WILL BE ABLE TO WAIT UPON YOU QUICKLY. WE WANT TO
PLEASE YOU. WE WANT TO GIVE YOU THE BEST HARWARE THAT
IS MADE, AND WE WANT YOU TOBE SATISFIED WITH THE PRICE.
TO SEND YOU AWAY
WE ARE SURE WE ARE IN A POSITION
PLEASED.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

COMPANY.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

PHONE 14.

PHONE 14.

'

g

to-d-

(

IS

CAUSE

(LIGHT
r

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH

1

i

plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modnd
home-raern
why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to bo

e

n

ODS, Electricity

desired.

per-fona-

POWER

muscular-hypertroph-

N

d

URINARY

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove Is ready to cook your

Iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght Estimates and full Information cheeerf ully given.

discharges!
24

name43j

TheJHfome

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

SANTA FE WATER SLIGHT CO.

Discussion of

Advertising

W SUMME

1ST

FARES

EASTFRN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
TO

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

Best
Route

ft

M,

AND RETURN,

$12.10.

Frajor

West

one-hal-

..

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
Pass.
G.
EUGENE
FOX,
cr
Agt, E. P. & S.,EL PASO, TEX.

L

H. GIBSON, T., F. & P.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
.
104 DON

GASPER ST.

r

Telephone p W

pa-re-

J.F. RHOADS

-

::

RISK
DIRECTORS

MULLIGAN &
FUNERAL
License Numbers,

ff-f-

-:- -

Day or NigM Phone,

Next Door to Postoff ice.

11

Main.
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THE PROGRESSIVES
ADVANCE
EDMUND B. OSBORNE

ONE

OF

THE

CANDIDATES FOR THE NOMINATION
FOR GOVERNOR

OF NEW JERSEY

TAKES ADVANCED

STAND-AC-

TION

TO FOLLOW MELLIN'S RESIGNATION.

(I'.y Gilson (iardner.)
Washington, D. C, July 2S. Sen;!.'
tor Kmitt! Nelson Is a crafty Nor-wegian. He is a veritable political
fix. He doubles on his trail, takes to
inn fence, hides his tracks in a brook
ia d does all the stunts familiar to the
vildest of animals. Uut in attempting to get away from the cordial endorsement by Mulhall and the N. A.
of M., Nelson lias had to do som-- i
very complex doubling.
Mulhall says in one letter that ho
had a pleasant talk with Nelson In
which Nelson told him, Mulhall, about
Uie judiciary committee's report on
t
tho
bill. This was in 190S.
The report was pleasing to the N. A. of
M. Later, It appears,
Mulhall sent
Velsou to Tart with orders that Taft
keep out of his message any recommendation
for amendment, to the
sherman law. The ingenious Nelson
explains that his report on the antitrust law was intended to keep that
law as a menace to tho trusts; that
he, Nelson, was opposing the insidious
Rooseefforts of the
velt to undermine this people's palladium. Now, all that is necessary to
know about this incident is the fact
that Nelson's report was made with
the unanimous vote of his colleagues
on the judiciary committee, which at
that time was made up of the follow
ing men: Clarence D. Clark, of Wyoming; Chauncey M. Depew, of New
ork; Joseph 13. Foraker, of Ohio;
William P. Dillingham, of Vermont;
Allied H. Kittredge, of South Dakota;
Philander C. Knox, of Pennsylvania,
Charles W. Fulton, of Oregon, Republicans.
If Nelson's report
was against
trusts, then Foraker was opposed to
Standard Oil, Depew was against tho
New York Central, Dillingham was
the enemy of the New England railway merger, Kittredge was not the
tiieat Northern representative, Knox
never had any affiliations with the
steel trust, Fulton was opposed to
Weyerhauser and tho lumber trust,
and C. D. Clark was opposed to grabbing public lands or pasturing his
colleague's sheep on the public do-j

"The Sweetest Smoke
in the World"

.

is Tuxedo tobacco in a German Cherry Pipe with

a Weichsel Stem. Weichsel wood contains
fragrant, aromatic oils which are released when
the smoke enters the stem, making a smoke which
cannot be excelled in delicacy and sweetness.

anti-trus-

FREE
Leading tobacco dealers in this city will give

free, for a few days only, a genuine imported
German Cherry Pipe with a Weichsel Stem to
tin of TUXEDO.
each purchaser of a
10-ce-

j

nt

You Can
Buy Tuxedo
Everywhere

The Greatest Men in America

Convenient pouch, inner
lined with moisture
proof paper

IS

O Tobacco

Endorse

The live, virile men who make this country what it

Sc
is, recognize

the

Famous green tin, with
gold lettering, curved
to fit pocket

relaxation from nervous and mental strain, the rcstfirincss that comes
from smoking Tuxedo tobacco. A host of famous Americans say frankly
and emphatically that Tuxedo is the one tobacco containing every
desirable element and not one that is undesirable.

Rex Beach, famous author, playwright, sportsman, author of "The
flie SilSpoilers," "The Barrier,
ver Horde," etc., savs:
" have smoked TUXEDO in
would
Alaska, at Panama and everywhere
no! smoke another kin J-- ' '

Tuxedo strengthens your will to do. The soothing quality of a pipeful of this mild,'
delicious, aromatic tobacco restores your poise and revives your going power by enabling
you to rest.
You can smoke Tuxedo No matter how often you have tried to smoke a pipe and failed,'
there is comfort and satisfaction in pipe smoking for you if you fill your pipe w ith Tuxedo.
Tuxedo has made pipe smoking possiorators, actors, lawyers, singers, lecturers,
ble to thousands of men. The "Tuxedo
ministers and other public speakers testify
of
the
leaves
mildest
that
finest,
process" treating
smoking Tuxedo gives them the keenest
of the highest grade Burley tobacco, causes
pleasure and exercises a good influence on
Tuxedo to burn slowly with delicious flavor
the throat.
and the most enjoyable aroma. Tuxedo canTuxedo has many imitators. None of
them has yet discovered the "Tuxedo
not bite, sting or irritate the mouth, nose
or throat.
process." Tuxedo remains unique and
n
unrivaled.
Hundreds of
doctors,

!

It is evident that certain member
of the Progressive party have decidet
to advance beyond the position taken
by the last party platform. The radicals in the party are daily committing that organization to more advanced ground. For example, Edmund B.
Osborne has announced
himself as
candidate for governor of New Jersey
and has framed for himself n platform
which includes declarations like this:
i "I propose that we abolish all taxes on
j
personal property (including household furniture, machinery, meruban-dise and live stock) and all imp,-jincuts on land, bucIi as buildings, and
that part of tho value of farm land
produced by labor clearing, ditching,
This is no
fencing and cultivation.
experiment; the system is in successful operation in Vancouver, Victoria
and other cities and towns of Canada.
This will encourage owners of land to
build and improve (the existing system fines them for making improvements by increasing their taxes) and
will put an end to the inequalities 6
tile present absurd taxing system,
which penalizes honesty and rewards
tax dodging and evasion. The attempt
to locate and tax personal property
has been tried for more than a thousand years and has always failed. The
U xation of securities is double taxst'
tlon."
And again: "I favor applying the
home rule principle by giving each
n unicipality the right, by referendum,
t own and operate any public utility,
si'ch as gas, electric light or trolley,
and to adopt a new charter."

lO

1

well-know-

John Philip Sousa, the March King,
world famous Baud Master, says:
"TUXEDO gives an absolutely satisfying smoke, fragrant,

mild und pleasant.

"

A genuine imported German Cherry Pipe with a Weichsel Stem FREE to
tin of Tuxedo Tobacco. We are making this extraeach purchaser of a
ordinary offer to induce you to try Tuxedo. We know that once you have tried
it, you will smoke it always. Call on your dealer today before his supply of these
pipes is exhausted and you'll have "the sweetest smoke in the world."

FREE

10-ce- nt

r.aln.

Christy Mathewsnn, famous pitcher
of the New York fiiams, says
"Tuxedo gets tome in a natural, pleasant
way, it's what I call good, honrst,
tobacco
ie kind to ttidi to, "

Action by the department of justice
quite certain to follow the announced resignation of Charles S. Mellen.
for many years head of the New England railway merger. Attorney General McReynolds has had an expert
working on the accounts and all the
findings of the interstate commerce
commission have been added to evl-- j
rience being collected by the depart-- !
nient of justice. The character of
this evidence may he judged from a
few brief paragraphs like this: "In
the nine years of the Mellen administration $204,000,000 was expended in
outside the legitimate rail--i
j operations
ir ad sphere. The acquisition of trol
leys in Rhode island afford an instructive object-lessoin the realm of what
is sometimes termed 'high finance.' "
After showing that the New Haven
had invested $34,000,000 in the New
York, Westchester & Boston railway,
which it said was $12,000,000 in excess
of the value of the property on tho
New Haven's own showing, the report
says: "Again the question arises,
'what has become of this twelve million dollars? So far as records go
this money has vanished into thiJi
air.' "
Of another transaction the report
says: "Upon the face of the Boston
and Maine transaction, Mr. Billarl
made, without the investment of a. dollar in excess of all expenditures by
him, slightly over $2,700,000 as a rep

George Randolph Chester, famous

author of the " Wallingford" stories,

says:

I

"Why shouldn I a man be willing to
recommend a tobacco which gives as cool,
tweet and satisfying a smoke as Tuxedo?"

C:.l

x

11

J
jj

V. Stefansson, the famous explorer,
who discovered a tribe o blond
Esquimaux in thearctic regions, says:
"Tuxedo is mild, cool and soothing just
Tuxedo guci
the sort of tobacco I need.

with me wherever

rklo.

OpCClal nOllCC 10 lC&ICrS
tezuma Hotel, from 4:30 to 6:30 o'clock.
PIPE SMOKING INCREASING
RAjPID'LY

IN

AMERICA.

New Process by which "Bite" Is Re- moved from Tobacco Responsible for
Great Popularity.
"Have you noticed that many more
men smoke pipes nowadays than five
or teil years ago?" asked Mr. A. A.
tobacco
Battmer, an experienced
man who is at the Montezuma hotel
for a few days. "It is no exaggeration tosay," continued Mr. Battmer,
"that two million more men are
pipes now than were ten
smoking
years ago. This tremendous increase
is due to the discovery of a process
of treatlpg Burley tobacco to remove

I go "

names as Rex Beach,
Sousa,
Congressman
William F. Murray of Massachusetts
and W. Stuart Randolph Chester the

John

I content

to smoke.

camp-fir-

j

Malcolm Strauss, the noted pnrtray-e- r
of girl types in pen and ink, says:
"A pipeful of TUXEDO gives added
Besides, ;?
inspiration and encouragement.
mild flavor make
smoke,

"

it

J

keenly enjoy iblc

$1,000 DOG HURT

many others.

Philadelphia, .Tuiy '28. Stretched oti
a brass bed, swathed in bandages, attended by physicians, trained nurses
and solicitously cared for by friends,
the pet dog of J. Alexander Van
Kensselaer, of Kumry, near Quaker-town- ,
is making a desperate struggle
for life.
The dog is valued at $1000 and has
a pedigree several mfjes long. Frisk
It will not pay you to watt your
ing about the harvest fields yesterday
trying to attract the attention of the time writing out your legal form
farmers by barking furiously at a when you can get them already print
reaping machine, the dog was sudden- ed at the New Mexican Printing cob
ly caught in the knives of the ma- pan.

well-know- n

The manufacturers of Tuxedo are
giving a practical demonstration of
the justification of their claims as to
the mildness, purity and fragrance of
Tuxedo tobacco, in this city this
week, by giving free for a few days
a Cherry Pipe with each 10 cent tin of
Tuxedo tobacco. Th? pipe is a good
one and will not break and gives the
tobacco a natural flavor.

For quick results,
little "WANT."

j

AND HAS DOCTOR

-

j

THIRTY FOOT FALL.
member of the Santa Fe bridge
luilding gang, named Sease, fell from
ihe top of the new lumber shed now
being built for the repair track department, sustaining an injury to the
read that at first was supposed to be
fatal. He was carried to the boarding
car, where consciousness was restored
after several hours. Aside from a
sult of this transaction."
deep gash on the forehead, the work
man Is suffering no bad effects from
his
fall. Raton Range.

chine.
Before it could be stopped the. an:
Imal had been badly slashed. It. was
hurried from the field and a veterina
rian summoned from Pennsburg and
the dog's wounds dressed. Mr Van
Rensselaer issued orders that no expense was to be spared in caring for
the 1000 pet. The animal was lata
on a bed as if it were a person ami
some one is in constant attendance
tarrying out the doctor's orders and
trying to relieve the dog's suffering.

author, Harrison Fisher, the artist,
exHenry Reuterdahl, the
pert on naval construction, Vihljarmar
Stefansson, the noted explorer, and

well-know- n

Philip

"

Zane Grey, famous sportsman, explorer .md writer, author of "Riders
of the Purple Sage" and other well
known novels, says:
"Tuxedo is an ideal
e
companion.
It's the sportsman's best friend. "

We want every dealer in Santa Fe to be supplied with our IMPORTED GERMAN CHERRY PIPES. All
dealers who have not yet secured a supply of these pipes can do so at Tuxedo Headquarters, Room II, Mon

the bite from it.
"For many years tobacco men have
known that Kentucky Burley is the
sweetest and mildest of tobacco, but it
remained for a Richmond doctor to
discover the famous 'Tuxedo Process'
which removes every trace of bite or
s'ing, and preserves the original sweet-nes- s
and freshness of the Burley."
That this "Tuxedo Process" does
actually remove all the bite and sting
from the tobacco, is proven by the
hearty endorsement which the tobacco has received from hundreds of
America's greatest
men, including
such

iiii

Geo. M. Cohan, actor, author,
composer and Manager, says;
"Tuxedo turns slowly and with a smoke
that has a soft aroma, it 's the only tob icco

A

It

:

will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get thera already printed at the New Mexican Printing
,
Company.
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NEW MEXICAN
IN BOTH
LEAGUES SEEMS SETTLED.
New York, July 28. The approach
cf August finds interest in jbe major
league baseball races down almost to
the vanishing point, so far as the
concerned.
I rentier berths are
With Pittsburgh's upward rush
rudely checked by the Giants, and
neither Philadelphia nor Chicago diswinning power,
playing sustained
t!iere seems to be nothing to prevent
New York from taking another National league pennant if McGraw'a
team continues to play the kind of
lull of which it has shown itself capable
In the younger organization, the
situation is much the same, with the
posi-t?- (
Athletics in the commanding

JULY 28, 1913.

FIRST PLACES

JOE

WASHINGTON

BOEHLING,
DUPLICATES

BIG LEAGUE

PERFORMANCES

OF VETERANS

SENSATION

AND

JOHNSON

much in winning two flags for Connio,
i
now pitching for the Kansas City
club; Krause is with the Portland club
of the Pacific Coast league. Danfortli
is hurling for .Tack Dunn's Daltimoie
club and Derrick, after a season In
the minors, is now with the New Yoik

RECRUIT,

FALKENBERG.

Highlanders.

WINS ELEVEN GAMES

How many of those now making up
the Philadelphia regulars will drop out
after this season? Ami will Connie
have the men to take their places?

A Special Sale

BASEBALL

TER GROCERY

Grif-H'h'-

Standing of the Clubs.
National
Club.
New York .'
1

League.

Won. Lost.
02
27

Chicago

47

44

Pittsburgh

43

44
43

12

Krooklyn
Hoston
St. Louis
Cincinnati

r.s

American
Club.

Philadelphia

3fi

50
53

S5

59

.39(1

.372

League.
Won.
28

ti.'i

.

38
56
Cleveland
39
54
Washington
47
51
Chicago
44
46
Boston
58
40
Detroit
38
61
Pi. Louis
29
60
I.New York
American Association.
Won. Lost.
Club.
41
...62
Milwaukee
46
53
Louisville
54
46
Minneapolis
54
47
Columbus
6S
(!)
Kansas City
56
45
Toledo
59
44
St. Paul
38
59
Indianapolis

.486
.408
.384
.320

-

Pet.

JOE BOEHLIXO
Winning 11 games in a row is some
in a major

performance

league,
Earlier this season Fred Falken-berwon 10 games for the Naps and
was lauded to the skies as the "come
The work of the huback marvel."
man string was splendid,put,then,
Falkenberg Is a veteran of many big
league battles, as indeed are 90 per
cent of the men who accumulate a
long list of wins.
Just now the major leagues are gossiping about the wonderful pitching
star
of Joe Boehling, the
of the hustling Washington crew.
Boehling's work is so sensational it
threatens to become a scandal. He
tas won 11 straight games without a
losing performance.
In May Clarke Griffith was bemoaning the fact that he did not have a

to balance his
team and meanwhile Boehling was sitting on the bench with his ear to the
ground.
Boehling was playing corner lot ball
in Richmond, Va last year, when he
was "discovered" by Bill Peet, a Washington baseball scribe.
Peet induced Griffith to sign Boehling, and after looking the Hid over,
first-clas-

d

s

left-hand-

Bur-kett'-

At Chicago
4 9 2
Boston
SWASTIKAS CLAIM IT.
9 11 2
The city championship of the boy's' Chicago
Humand
The
mixed.
Brown;
Tyler,
Noyes
a
little
be
seems
to
league
Red Sox have been claiming it, but the phries and Bresnahan.
following communication seems to InAmerican League.
dicate that there is a difference o!
opinion regarding the affair. The comAt Washington-- Si1
munication is as follows:
4 4 3
The Swastikas claim to be the c. Louis
1 5 5
champion small boy nine in the city. Washington
Mitchell and Alexander;
They played the Red Sox, who claimBoehling
ed the championship in last week's end Henry.
paper, last Saturday by a score of 15
to 10. This game made eight played
At New
between these rival teams, the Swas
;
o
tikas claiming to have won 5 and lost New York
3
,.
3.
(Called end of first inning; rain.
:Iwo games tomorrow.)

game.
During the thirteen years
which have elapsed since the gift, the
cup has been in play twelve seasons.
The United States and England and
Australia have won and lost the prize,
tl.e most widely and frequently played for international trophy on record.
During 1900 and 1902, the United
states team successfully defended the
cup. In 1903 the Doherty brothers
carried it away to England. During
the next four years the United States
pnd Australasian players led the
sorties for the cup and finally in 1907
the famous- - Antipodean
players,
I'rookes and Wilson took the cup to
Australia.
There it stayed until last
v. inter when Parke, Dixon and Beam-ibwon it for the British Isles. British Isle players have won the trophy
t.ve times, Australasia has been successful four times and f hew United.
States three. More than fifty tennis
experts have competed in the various
matches, some of them playing for
several years. The United States has
entered ten teams; England, twelve;

Wimbledon, July 28. The United
States lawn tennis team carried off
the world's championship today when

Maurice E. McLoughlin of San Francisco, won the fourth and deciding
match in the contest with England for
the Dwight F. Davis international
trophy.
McLoughlin, the American national
champion, was drawu against Charles
P. Dixon, and won in straight sets
8--

The first set was hard fought, but
Dixon was in the lead only once. As
soon as McLoughlin steadied down to
his task he had the Englishman at his
mercy. The second and third sets
were easy for the brilliant American,
who was playing at the top of his
game.
There was an immense crowd in the
stands.
Summer skies and a high Australasia, eieht: France, three
South
Germany,
temperature greeted the players. Pelgium, two, and one
each.
These conditions suited the American Africa and Canada,
The present tournament, which
competitors better than the weather
in the hisprevailing during the preceding two jroved to be the greatest
days. McLoughlin especially profited tory of the trophy, involved eight
tnms. Play beenn early in June, with
by the heat.
In the final match between Wil- Germany defeating France at Wies- liams and Parke, the latter was theibuden, four matches to one. Then
winner by three Bets to two, the score ihe United States team won from the
Australasians, four matches to one, at
64 and
lieing
New York. In England, Canada elimThe Davis cup, emblematic of the inated South Africa, three matches to
in lawn cne. Germany and Canada both fell
world's team championship
tennis, which returns to the United before the United States players, and
Slates after an absence of ten years, Belgium, which drew a bye, previous
as first put In play in 1900. The ly went down before the Canadians,
trophy a massive silver bowl was end with the winning of today's cru
the gift of Dwight F. Davis, who do cial match against the English cup deIt with the idea of stimulating fenders, the trophy and championship
International competition in the court returns to America again.
5--

tted

J

the Cubs. He wrote today to PresiALLEGE THERE IS LEAK
dent
Garry Herrman of the commisOF CUBS
REGARDING LINE-Usion, stating that an Immediate invesmade.
Chicago, 111.. July 28. President C. tigation should be
how any one
understand
not
do
"I
W. Murphy of the Chicago Nationals,
could be in league with the gamblers,
the
of
has asked for a special meeting
because I do not know who Is going to
to consider pitch until the game is about to start,"
national commission
charges that local gamblers receive said Murphy. "But it is evident there
of la a leak somewhere."
information on the line-u-p
P

inside

i

York-Clev-

MACK HAS MADE
MANY CHANGES

j

eland

game postponed

Detroit-Philadelph-

account of rain.

Philadelphia, July 28. How many
of the players who now make up Connie Mack's capable Athletic machine
will go over the baseball falls this sea
son?
In less than a year ana a naif Mack
has been compelled to make many
changes in the ,lineup which brought
to
the 1911 world's championship
But he has been able
Philadelphia.
to foresee the weakening spos and
held the new men ready to take their
places, making changes so that no
harm was done the chances of Philadelphia to piill down the bunting.
An instance of Connie's forbight
in this regard came in the sale of
Paddy Livingston to the Cleveland
club. Six months before Paddy was
let out by Connie the clever manager,
in a signed magazine article, declared
that the coming season would be the
last for one of his capable catchers
that this player was gradually losing his throwing power. And when
Livingston was let out Jack Lapp hr.d
been so well trained in the MacK
school of baseball that he stepped
right Into Paddy's shoes.
Of the 1911 world's championship
winners Mack has cut loose the following: Outfielders Hartsel and Bi is
Pitchers
Lord, Catcher Livingston,
Martin.
Morgan, Danforth, Long.
Krause and Russell and Utility Infield-eDerrick.
Hartsel, after long years of service
under Connie, is now managing the
Toledo club. Lord drifted in the major for his fourth chance at big league
ball. This time he is with the Boston
Nationals. Paddy Livingston iu cutch
ing occasionally for Indianapolis.
Cy Morgan, whose good work did
r

game

Chicago-Bosto-

rain.

called

off;

American Association.
At St. Paul
Minneapolis
St. Paul
Mogridge and Smith;
and Miller.

I

6 13
8

2

Walker,

1
La-ro- y

At Columbus
Toledo
2 5 1
Columbus
7 10 2
Schlitzer and Land; Cole, Cook and
Smith.
YESTERDAY'S

GAMES.

National League.
At St. Louis-N- ew
York
St Louis
Marquard and
Meyers,
Griner and McLean.

2

1

0

7
7

0

Wilson;

At Chicago
Boston
6 11 1
6 7 2
Chicago
Hess and
Lavender,
Whaling;
Cheney and Archer, Bresnahan.
At

(First game)

7 14

0

Cincinnati
4 13 2
Ames",
Ragon, Curtis and Miller;
Herbert and Kling, Blackburn.

At Cincinnati
Brooklyn

(Second game)

8 13

.

Cincinnati
iRucker and
Ciarke.

Miller;
.

40.

- m

U.I

Hamuli

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Coal

Wood

am? Metai l

FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
CERRILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

MEXICO

NEW

d

1

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

I'The WtstFoinl cf

Scultvest.

the

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

HOTEL ARRIUALS.

In the beautiful P c
Valley. 8,700 feet above sea level,
unshlne every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions tor physical
are
and mental development
IDEAL such as cannot be found
Fourelsewhere in America.
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard East-eTen buildings,
colleges.
modern in every respect.

Pet.

Today's Games.

a

DAVIS CUP RETURNS TO AMERICA
U. S. WINS WORLD
LAWN TENNIS
CHAMPIONSHIP

error-makin-

.602
.545
.540
.535
.480
.440
.427
.392

Where They Play Today

'

considerable

all the time.
Chicago was going well until the
l ist few days when it struck a streak
fielding.
i f poor batting and worse
lal Chase got into one of his spasms
; t
Chappell, the new
fielder, has been of little
rvice. For some reason he has been
siting on the bench for the last few
anys. A blow to the team's supporters
vas the discovery that Ed Walsh was
yet in shape to play regularly.

The De Vargas.
Club.
A. W. Woodman and family, Chi.656
63
33
'
Denver
.552 cago.
43
53
Des Moines
.531
J. T. Miller, Valley Ranch.
45
51
Lincoln
John Hicks, Santa Rosa.
47
.610
49
St. Joseph
.T. P. Archuleta,
Denver.
19
.51
49
Omaha
Mr. and Mrs. L. Glaser, New York
.45.'
42
51
Topeka
56
40
.4'i iCity.
Sioux City
Mrs. J. Abbie Aldrich, Gallup.
:
3S
61
.38)
(Wichita
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Stern. Las Vegas,
Mr. J. Stern, Las Vegas.
Mrs. J. Stern, Las Vegas.
Miss A. Stern, Las Vegas.
Miss H. Rothchild, Buffalo.
National League.
Mr. Chas. Danziger, Las Vegas.
Boston at Chicago.
Mrs. Chas. Danziger, Las Vegas.
at
Pittsburg.
Philadelphia
Mrs. Frank, Memphis, Miss.
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
Miss H. Frank, Memphis, Miss.
New York at St. Louis.
Miss L. Frank, Memphis, Miss.
American League.
Miss A. Sanders, Berkley, Calif.
Chicago at. Boston.
Mr. L. Hoskins, Las Vegas.
St.. Louis at Washington.
Mm
Mdss Helen Danziger, Las Vegas.
Detroit at Philadelphia.
B. Danziger, Las Vegas.
Cleveland at New York.
E. B. Cornell, Alamosa, Colo.
American Association.
H. J. Mendenhall, Artesia.
Toledo at Columbus.
Joe Alikits, La Jara, Colo.
Louisville at Indianapolis.
W. F. Cobb, Albuquerque.
Kansas City at Milwaukee.
Hugh Bryant and wife, Kansas City.
Paul.
St.
at
Minneapolis
H. Cunningham and wife, Carlsbad.
Blanche
Anderson, Alamogordo.
where
to
Chattanooga,
Griff sent him
W. N. Cylde, Artesia.
he played for a snort time. .,muui-noog- s
Troy Jenkins, Lovington.
shipped Boehling to Jesse
IMiss Susie Moore, Amarillo, Texas.
National League.
Worcester, Mass., club and there
Virginia Hendren, Tucumcart.
the boy struck his gait, winning 14
P. Johnson, Silver City.
D.
Pittsburg-Philadel- phia
.315.
At
and
22
batting
out of
games
San FranMrs. Lorin C. Collins,
6 H 1
:.
Late in the fall Griffith recalled
3 6 0 cisco,
;
Why he didn't start the Pittsburg
Boehling.
iB. Kempeniqh, Peralta.
Seaton and KUlifer; Camnitz, Adkid the full route this last spring is
Mrs. E. O. Mahony, El Dorado, Ark.
ams, Cooper and Simon, Coleman.
a mystery.
Won. Lost.

p8

hander registered his eleventh con-- i
Pet. reutive victory this week. Engle also
.699 Iks lately come to the front witl
.596 Mime high class twirling to help p
.581 fellow pitchers. The team is hitting
.520 consistently, fielding well and fighting

IFZEEOICTII!

G

g

!

Located

Western League.

r

.697
.600
.515
.506
.494
.432

34

51

hiladelphia

Pet.

THIS WEEK

THIS WEEK!

n.

Among other reports of interest Is
s
tjto showing of Washington.
lively crew lost but two games
in :he last two weeks.
Only a game
a half separates them from
Cleveland.
'"ashington is eleven games behind
tile .Mack men a gap it might be pos-sito fill or materially lessen if the
lotiiirs were on the road, but the
for:ner champions now are at home
for i comparatively long stay.
Washington's success is attributable
In very great part to the sterling work
f its great pitchers, Johnson and
Boehling. The phenomenal young left-

BEANS

DYER PORK

15and

Benton

j

r'

' .if A&iti

Regents

'dW.

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITK, Treasurer.
JOHN W. FOE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

For particulars and Illustrated

c

cata-

-

gne, address,
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dictions from horsemen.

COL. JAS. W. W1LLS0N, Supt.

Today's pro

gram included a 2:15 pace; three year
old trot and 2: 18 trot.
The fast nace is expected to be the
most interesting of the four contests.

BOEHLING AND JOHNSON
HEAD PITCHERS' LIST.
Pitcher Boehling, of the Senators,
continues to show the way in the
American league with eleven straight
victories to his credit and no defeats
His teammate, the peerless Walter
Johnson, is second with 23 games won
and only five lost.
wonderful
Al Demaree, McGraw's
Horace Harper, Artesia.
in
Will R. Hill and wife, Kansas City. pitching find, is tied for first place
both
E. K Boule, wife and
daughter, the National with Humphries,
having won eight and lost two games.
Raton.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Grunsfeld, Albuquer- Mathewson, who has worked in more
than twice the number of games that
que.
Miss Hilda Grunsfeld, Albuquerque either have pitched in, is second with
17 won and five lost.
D. D. Draper, Albuquerque.
Following are the averages of the
Montezuma.
leading major league pitchers who
Thos. J. Mabry, Clovis.
have participated in five games or
A. J. Gregg, Colorado Springs.
more:
W. A. Cameron, El Paso.
American League.
H. Yanow and wife, Albuquerque.
Won Ixwt Pet.
M. L. Powell, Albuquerque.
0 1.000
Boehling, Washington .. 11
T. Hawley, Boston.
.821
5
J. F. Ortiz and wife, Ortiz, Colo Johnson, Washington ..23 4 .789
Plank, Philadelphia ...15
rado.
5
.762
Bender, Philadelphia ...16
J. F. Ortiz, Jr., Ortiz, Colo.
6
.714
Cleveland . .15
Falkenberg,
Telesfor Ixipez, Ortiz, Colo.
5
12
.706
Brown, Philadelphia
O. B. Forbes, Denver.
National League.
E. J. Ritter, Pueblo, Colo.
2
.800
Demaree, New York;.,.
J. E. Simpson, Vaughn.
2
.800
8
Humphries, Chicago
C. G. Shepard, Dallas, Texas.
5
.773
York .17
Mrs. McGaughy and son, Tulsa, Mathewson, New
5
.750
...13
Seaton,.
Philadelphia
Okla.
5
.722
York ...13
New
Marquard,
Mrs. Boyle, Clovis.
4
.714
10
Robinson,
Pittsburg
William Elliott, Ft. Sumner.
C. S. Stevenson, Pittsburg, Pa,
GAGE AND THORPE
A. A. Flynn, Seattle.
DRAW
FIGHT
Mrs. Moore, Atlanta, Ga.
28. Frankie
El
Texas,
Paso,
July
Ga.
Bertha Moore, Atlanta,
Gage and Harry Thorpe, of Kansas
W. A. Moore, Albuquerque.
City, lightweights, fought twenty
W. Weinman, Albuquerque.
rounds to a draw today in the Juarez
A. A. Battmer, Albuquerque.
bull ring. The bout was rather tame.
W. H. Reynolds, St. Louis.
Neither Gage nor the Kansas City
J. E. Robertson, Artesia.
too
G. C. Carpenter and wife, Warsaw. fighter showed a desire to take
great a chance with the other's Bopor-Ifi- c
Mrs. B. Hoagland, Warsaw, Ind.
right.
F. C. Shellhart, Albuquerque.
Kid
In the
W. J. StehJe, Albuquerque.
Payo lost a decision to Spider Mof-fltL. D. Brown, Albuquerque.
Payo recently appeared in AlH. T. Jones, Ft. Sumner.
buquerque with Kid Williams of DenLucius Dills, Roswell.
ver, with whom he fought a draw. A
La Salle.
large crowd witnessed the card.
G. C. Kramer and wife, City.
Edna Green, Estancla.
TO SETTLE LIGHTWEIGHT
George Antonio, Denver.
CHAMPIONSHIP OF DUKE CITY
G. Lopez, Albuquerque.
S. Lopez, Albuquerque.
Albuquerque, July 28. The light'
weight contenders for the championFrancisco Vigil, Rio de Chama.
ship of Albuquerque finished training
F. E. Macuffett, Collensville, Pa.
Lv A. Fagan, Collensville, Pa.
yesterday for their bout to be held at
the New Mexico Athletic club gymnasiC. J. Sherry, Albuquerque.
ium tonight.
Jack Torres went
John Lyhood, Albuquerque.
through- light work in the afternoon
George Harris, Valley Ranch.
at the gymnasium and Manuel Stern
I M. Ortiz, Albuquerque.
closed his training Saturday night. The
boys are in superb condition and both
GRAND CIRCUIT RACES
BEGIN AT GRAND RAPIDS. said last night that the loser would
have no alibi.
Grand Rapids, Mich., July 28. Four
races, with the world's champion trotFIRE DESTROYS CLUB HOUSE,
ter, Uhlan, as an extra ' attraction,
Sioux City, la., July 28 Mizzou
lower
to
to
the
track
attempt
ready
was today's pro rark, the home of the Sioux City base;
record of 2.06
ball club of the Western league, was
gram for the opening of the grand cir
cuit harness meeting here. The track consumed by fire last night The loss
buildwas reported fast and prospects of on park property and adjoining
pre ings will reach $50,000.
good weather brought cheerful
,

d
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4

0
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HACK No. O.
at the Plaza,

Always

FACUNDO ORTIZ, OWNER
Driver, Celso Ortiz.

Courteous and Prompt Treatment Accorded All.

INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought!
AT ANY PRICE
Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE '

FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Buildinr
(FIRST FLOOK)

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Ilarvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, good protection

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

ATLAW.

ATTORNEYS

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
8
Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
17-1-

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and CounieMor-at-LaPractices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

Chas. F. Eatley, . Chas. H. Eaaley,
EASLEY A EA'iLEY,

aw.
Attorncyi-a- t
Practice In the Courts and beiers
Land Department
land grants and titles examlne.
Santa Fe, N. K., branch Office, Est
cut, N. M.
DR. W. HUME BROWr

,

Dentist
Over Spits Jewelry StAra.
Rooms l, a ana s.

Phone Red 6.
.
Office Hoars 8 a. a. to ,1
And by Appointment
New Mexican

Drag results,
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Ada
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JULY 28, 191J.

MONDAY,

UNITED
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STATES

GO.

Does a General Banking Business.
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President.

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

JW.

E. GRIFFIN,

cance at the club houswere m attendance.

PERSONALS

Cashier.

EiKht couples

PAGE

Ready Trimmed if

FIVE

I'rof. II. ,J. Spinden of the .Ww York
DRY
.Museum of Art, returned from Taos
CO.
H. Yanow and wife of Albuquerque,
Saturday night where he had been on
uncut Sunday lu Santa Fe.
He left today for
t collectinir tour.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Stern and party Xanibe where he will
endeavor to
of Las Vegas, spent Sunday in tuis make an arrangement for the Indians
city.
at that place to be in Santa Fe during
John Hicks, a Guadalupe county the De Vargas celebration.
p-stiMHEf- iJ
stockman, was In the city over Sun-- I
Among th many parties who went
day.
to the ever popular Valley Ranch yeS'
Miss Jessie Lawrence of Los C'ruces
terday by the auto route was one com- lis the guest of Mrs. J. 11 Wagner for i,nHel of lr Phnrles W
125 Palace Ave'
in All
a tew days,
Minerva and Mary Wagner, Mr. and
Bob Fry returned Saturday from a Mrs. Leo Ilersch and Irene, Mrs. ,f. II
We Save You Meney Buying During: This Salo at Our Store.
week spent on the Cow Creek ranch Graham of Kl Paso, I'aul Jones and
m
The following committee waa appointof Chas. Closson.
Butler McCrooliaui of St. Louis.
State Senator T. J. Mabry or Clovis,
a
ed
and
for
byconstitution
drafting
Mrs. J. Abbie Aldrich,
of Gallup,
left for home yesterday after a couple
D. S. Robbins, J. It. Taylor,
grand matron of the Order of the laws:
of clays spent in this city.
was iu the city Satur- Dr. E. A. Montenyohl.
The program
E. Kenpenich of Pehilta, one of the (Eastern Star,
and Sunday and while here in-- I committee
E. Ely,
C.
follows:
commissioners of Valencia county, is day
spec-toithe local chapter at a called
V.
in the city for a few days.
II.
O.
l.ee
Lester.
Wright ma
Tlun-n
unlet
UtJ
umo
nlvlit
liw(tiiw'
C. C. Closson, sheriff of Santa Fe
i'hd S. A. I.indauer. The membership
.,?,,..,
UL
IIIW MJJi
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
Miff oi- .wvu
ai
::::
county, came in Sunday from a short
was exemplified for Mrs. AMrich's if the club Is not to be limited, and
jder
on
Cow
on
his
ranch
to
creek.
is
invited
stay
join
inspection, and the meeting closed myone Interested
Captain Fred Fornoff, of the mount !'ith :i limiiiHfnl Riinnnr
without fees or
Mru Alilvis.U without ceremony,
ed police returned yesterday from nnj1(:ft this
.
where dues the sole qualification being that
of
mornug tor
,,, Pi1!lnt- - ,,,t.i
of Interest in the work to be proved
buu.w.iu pa I ui i....,,
CAiruU. L..M IV
n(,n,,,
!the state.
of
work
in
the
active
participation
Abel Gregg, one of the students at Ly
less of
Judge and Mrs. E. n. AVright an
the club. No membership committee
nounce that they have moved into the Colorado College at Colorado Springs, vas appointed, but a suggestion which
if
you
you
by
a
vas
Fe
Santa
visitor the latter part!
Vick Hoy residence on Don Caspar
"PProvai was mat a nouncof last week in the interest of that
good
avenue.
Istitutiou. Mr. Gregg was endeavoring inn oommiuefi ha nnnninlpn lor recomMr. and Mrs. A. Grttnsfeld and Miss
turn attention to this excellent col mending the 'bouncing out of members
jto
Hilda Grunsfeld, of Albuquerque, were
which Is not a difficult matter who do not come up with the work
in the city Sunday from the Valley jlege, is
to them, said bouncing to be
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe. IN. ,11 .
it
well and favorably known in
jas
Ranch.
Wo have two representa voted on by (ho entire club. Prof. J.
Mrs. McGaughy and son, of Tulsa, jthis city.
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.
tives there now In Misses Etta Moore B. Taylor was assigned the work of
Okla., und Mrs. M, Boyle of Clovis,
Claribel Fischer, and others have Preparing a paper for (lie next meet-b.pnd
are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. O. L. attended the
on the work of civic and other,
institution in former
Owen.
years. It ranks with the leiirlfnir ml. inubs in the United States, with par-- '
Mrs Lorin C. Collins returned yes-- leges of the west, and its eraduates ticular recommeiidntions as to the:
terday after an extended trip to Seat- - find recognition when they come to rature of the work that can best be;
tie, San Francisco and other points on enter the various fields of endeavor undertaken here. The next meeting
the Pacific coast.
where he college Html,
v 111 be held at the Harvey house Fri-- j
A
T?
A
mark-Chim
t,.nvli, 'ed.
day evening, August s, a dinner to be
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
agent for the Santa Fe, was in the' General A. S. Brookes, Col. fi. C. ttrved preliminary to the meeting.
jelly for a few hours yesterday, leav-- Abbott. Captain N. U King, Captain
DI5HH5 run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
E. E. Burdick, ST years old, well
ling for Uis Cruces.
iDomirigo Bacheco. inombers of Com- Known pioneer, mining and cattlemen.
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high-grad- e
loliu Walker, who is surveving a l'ny E and the First Regiment Baud .".ad later one of the original farmers
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
big irrigation project near Pecos, for returned Saturday night from the ten; of the valley died at
o'clock Fit
and
the percolators which will make a cup
meal,
Col. D. C. Collier and associates, was (days encampment at f.as Vegas fpn-jdaof most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
morning. He leaves his wife ''.1,1'.
in the city over Sunday.
inra' Brookes characterized ilu- en- - two children P. A. Ttnrdic'ir n'lii Mr;
as the best ever held in the Martini li. Anient. Funeral se t'vices
l'ieree-Winn- ,
Mrs.
Ada
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
:
a H. C. YONTZ,
soprano ;campiiicnl
soloist at Friday night's concert, and state or territory. The local company were held at the residence Sunday
was
complimented by Lieutenant
who sang at the Episcopal
church
.'termini). Mr. Burdick came to New
the regular army officer In charge Mexico
left this morning for her home at AI
from Topeka, Kan., In 1SS1,
of the camp, on the appearance of the
in mining at Lake Val
buquerque.
jpiid
engaged
men and
Governor McDonald returned Satur- tion of theequipment, upon the condi- ley. Later he organized the MimbresJ
and
company
upon River Cattle company, and for many
day evening from Las Vegas where he the drill of the men street,
in extended orinspected the New Mexico militia and der. Of the local men. E. L.
years conducted the Mashed O ranch,
Safford, located about, 2u miles south of Dom,was ine guest or tlie Nas Vegas com- - .1. H.
McHughes and W. D. Loveless
mercial club at a military ball.
have a chance to be selected on the ing.
A. WILLIAMS,
- Alvan X. AVhite, state superintend New Mexico rille team which will en
Luther Stevenson, S.", years old died
or
1
his
o'clock Friday morning at
returned! to Camu Berrv. nlifn.
pnnuc lnsirtiction,
;,eni
n,0 ,,,,n,,.,.i at
jSaturday evening from Taos, and Ieft ifhoot. E. L. Safford came back with home six miles south of Dealing, and
funeral services were held Saturday
yesterday for visits to the county in- the company, but will return in
Hack and
s
:slitutes of Quay and Guadalupe
Re
to practice with the other can- afternoon at the Christian chtirchoiu
ties.
Mr. Stevenson is survived
didates.
Doming.
Best
can
Rigs you
He
E. N. Boule, who with his family arby his widow and three children.
rived yesterday, and will have charge
SADDLE PONIES.
to Deming three years ago and
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
jcame
of the Cross-Kellstore here, has MIMBRES VALLEY
.has engaged in farming most of tho
1 0 San Francisco St.
3
Phone
139.
leased the Kinsell house facing the
ELY AT j time since. He received his ducatic I
capitol, and is moving in this after--;
agriculture in fhe State University
WORK FOR FAIR jin
noon.
jof Illinois. He was employed as se;-Lucius Dills, who until fired, was
retary of the Mimbres Valley Farme s
the head and front of the Roswell
Deming, X. M., July 2S. The era-- association until his feeble health!
Morning News, is in the city on busi-- j loymenl of Mr. Mcl'herson,
son of compelled him to resign,
ness With the Land Commissioner, Alex Mcl'herson, by the .Mimbres ValS. Lindauer returned Friday from
Mr. Dills is one of the few of the old ley Alfalfa Farms
company as general a trip to Panama. He says that every
time Democrats who does not require superintendent in
American should see the great work
charge of all
any adjectives to explain his politics
and farm work marks an- being done befpre the water is turned
It P Priswull
firo Incuraimo irl. other
important step in the progress jin and obscures it. He says also that
And we will show you how much you can aave. Espe1na(nr for the companie8 represented of this
enterprising concern
Forty the work of the French government
& Company ceres nave
by the O. C. Watson
cially should you do this with your
been set aside for a demon-- : las been underestimated.
asrenev. arrived here tliU nftpmnnn
fi ration tarm, and McPherson
will
The two Mexicans charged with robfive advice upon farming methods to bing the United States mails near
Lumber company plant, which burned i.H
the farmers who desire it under Hachita were
brought before United
Friday night.
the project. The younger McPherson States Commissioner
Addison Hall came down Saturday
McKeyes for
Give us a trial and let us show vou. Guaranteed
was the assistant of his father in the
trial Saturday morning. The trial was
and returned today to the camp of
of
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
Berrendo
development
farms
near
Chartes
the Round Hill Placer Gold Mining
postponed until August fi.
is
and
now
Roswell,
a
engaged by
He stateB
Holman, charged with violation of the
company near Barranca.
CO.
that the machinery will probably start brge irrigation company iu Califor- - white slave act, had his examining
nla
straightening out Its troubles, and trial Saturday morning before Com.
up this coming Saturday or Monday of
- Galisteo and Water Sts.
M. O'CONNELL,
giving eApert aavice. McPherson, the missiouer McKeyes, and was bound
next week.
Phone, Main 250.
James E. Harvey, an engineer on e'der, is also retained by the company over to await the action of the federal
me state engineering torce, left yes- as consulting agriculturist. The man- - g aud jury at Santa Fe in the sum of
terday for the Jemez country to take r.gement of the company feels that it SlOfin. in default of bond he was re- up the road building work of J. P. 's to be congratulated upon securing turned to Luna county jail.
Monty, who is unable to continue for these two eminent agricultural exthe time being on account of a recent perts, and are more confident than
ever of the early and successful
attack of ptomaine poisoning.
M. h. Powell, K. A. Hardeman,
H. fruition of their plans. Alex McPher5
1 1 sr
Yanow and their ladies who motored son is also a specialist in horticulDISTRIBUTOR OF
up from Albuquerque Saturday even- ture, having been state horticulturist
.n" Idaho for a number of
ing, and all of whom are Klks, succeedyears, a posied in rounding up enough of the local tion now held by another of his sous.
11
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
herd that night to give an Informal He has personally supervised the
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters' made from Pure Distilled
of some 300,000 trees, and
knows every part of the fruit busiwater.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
ness. The company has set aside a
TELEPHONE
35
J
Santa Fe. New Me.
section of land to be planted to or
H,
his
direction.
chard under
One sublet which will be given especial aton
company
Where Quality Governs
the Price tention is the Alfalfa Farms
the economy In the use of
property
water. Schools of farmers will be orand Price the Quality
gpiiimiu
UNTIL THE CANNING
ganized, and they will be instructed
I.articulaiiy in the duty of water.
SEASON IS RIGHT UPbut
There need be no guess-work- ,
scientific principles will be applied
ON YOU TO BUY YOUR
from the very start.
FRUIT JARS. GET EARPresident R. C. Ely, of the state fair
announces
commission
the appointLY AND BE SURE OF
ment of Colonel Howard Fogg as head
of
state
of the department
hogs of the
GETTING THE PROPER
fair. Colonel Fogg is widely known
WE HAVE A
SIZES.
ever the southwest as a successful
breeder of Poland-Chinhogs on his
IN
LINE
COMPLETE
ranch near Anthony, N. M. Another
make
will
splendid qualification which
l.im particularly serviceable to the
$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
.
Denver,
fair commission is his experience in
low
now
Are
40.00
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden,
publicity. He is the owner of the EI
Pueblo, .
will be
Paso theatre, also of the Crawford
47.35
51.85 St. Louis
theatre In Gl Paso, and has in conChicago, .
nection with the threatre business
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45
learned something of metnods by
St. Paul, .
WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENT
which helpful publicity is attained.
No
78.85 Atlantic Citv. . . 79.35
New York,
Do not delay, as they will
Mr. Ely received today the colonel's
Rubber Ring
soon be off the market.
ccceptance of the appointment.
Gold Enamel d Cap
On tale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
Messrs. Miller & Ferguson report
OF
WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENTS
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
the sale of the Harry Ring'e homeFOR HOME CANNING
return limit is 60 days from date of saleto
O.
of
W.
Moore,
stead, 160 acres,
STEAMBOAT
Meats
Ailes, Texas, the consideration being
SPRINGS
$3000. Mr. Moore expects to occupy
SAN FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES.
EC
the place in the near future, and
Left-Over- s
OAKLAND,
SAN DIEGO,
farther Improve the same. The place
On sale daily, June 1st to Sept. JOtb, 1913. Return limit, October list, 1913
Vegetables
has now a
pumping plant
CANTALOUPES, and 20 acres in cultivation, with a
WATERMELONS,
SPECIAL EXCURSIONS
rmall dwelling.
NATIVE PEACHES, APRICOTS,
iMMrtad, Tnd. Mark I
;S4N FRANCISCO,
CC
LOS ANGELES,
... n.u.
rr
A literary club, the name of which
OAKLAND,
SAN DIEGO,
PLUMS, ETC., ETC.
!b not yet definitely settled, was or- Keeps them perfectly forever
Return limit, August 31st.
Dates of sale, June 30, July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
ganized Friday afternoon In the rooms
with
original flavor
The
of the chamber of commerce.
29.
Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.
26.
28,
27,
25,
on
ust
Also
sale
24,
23,
22,
color
Auf
club will have monthly meetings, and Air-TigTOURIST
RATES
SUMMER
vhile the program for the near future
&
H.
No Zinc Cap
on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.
has not yet been arranged, it Is quite Wide Mouth
D
DOZEN TODAY
1'kely that the program will deal TRY
For further particulars call on or address,
to
with
questions
largely
pertaining
M.
N.
SANTA
B
H.
LUTZ,
g
civic betterment. K. isedlchek was i
elected president, C. E. Ely, secretary.
Fo

ADOLF

HATS

SELIG1N

At Less Than Cost

j

GOODS

CLEflRJIHGE SALE"

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

Special Prices

Departments.

I

J.

B. LAMY,

.

t.

'

FOR SALE
5 Room Modern

X

Modern

Room
6 Room
6 Room
10 Room
5

X

Modern
Modern
Modern

CITY PROPERTY

Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza,
Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol,
Brick Cottage, 3 blocks from Plaza,
Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,

FOR

SALE-RAN-

Price $3,800
Price 2,500
Price 3,000
Price 4,800
Price
5,000

Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
Ranches in the Espanola Valley
3 Large Grants in the State
Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
PFMT-(
Five Room Modern Brick Cottage
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Hay, Grain

Flour

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.
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NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MINES
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrlca Engineering and Mechanlca' Engineering.

'

'

ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are II- lustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
purity; good dormitory accommodations at'lo'w'coit
etc.
j',:'.

I

For full Information,

or catalogue,

address
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Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
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IN SELECTING
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WHICH IS TO TRANSACT

BANK

YOUR BUSINESS

due consideration should be glv?n to the following points; financial
strength, length of experience, the policy of management, the courtesy and attention extended to atrons.
This bank has a capital of $150,000 and Its stockholders are
liable for an equal amount which, together with surplus and profits of
over $116,000 makes a total sum of over $400,000 for theprotectioiTof
Its policy has always been conservative as evidenced
depositors.
by forty-twyears of successful banking, and every courtesy and
is extended at all times.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH.
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was eaten, cut it, had it fed to the IN THE DISTRICT COURT OK THElsession of or charge of the said real
sheep, and in twelve weeks they wore ..UNITED STATES FOR THE D1S-- I estate.
BUILDING
AN EMPIRE
It is further ordered that a cor
shipped to Kansas City ami topped the . .TRICT OK NEW .MEXICO.
niarket.
United States of America, Plaintiff, tilled copy of this order under the seal
PhosThe body contains phosphorus sufficient to make 483,000 matches.
That brings us to the ensilage feed
No.
of the court, be published in the Santa
VS.
ON THE PLAINS
divided
phorus is one of fourteen elements composing the body health ofamong
of this feed James H. Purdy, ot al., Defendants.
Fe New Mexican, a daily newspaper,
More
tonnage
FOR RENT Five room:: anil bath,
proposition.
The
body
perfect
bones, flesh, nervous system and other organs.
is raised
O.
ORDER.
once a week for six consecutive weeks, nicely furnished, good location.
year per acre in the
requires a perfect balance of the elements. These elements come from the
to be made atje. Watson Co.
vicinity of Clovis than can be raised In
It. appearing to the court that the the last publication
food we eat the stomach extracts and distributes them.
CHARLES A. DINSMORE
OF NEW MEXICO
the northern fanning sections.
above entitled cause is commenced least one week before the said first
But if stomach is deranged the balance of health is destroyed and the
to me'" but It la demon-- for the purpose of
WRITES OF CURRY COUNTY, ITS PRESblood does not carry the proper elements to the different organs, and there
FOR RENT A throe or six room
enforcing a lien in day of September, A. D. 11113.
Pain is the hungry cry of
stnited. Year after year, when in favor of the United States of America
blood trouble nerve trouble heart trouble.
is
Done in open court, at Santa Fo, N. jl.ouso furnished or unfurnished.
Ap-- j
PROSPFUTURE
ENT CONDITION AND
starved organs. Put the liver, stomach and organs of digestion and nutriother sections the farmers were fail-- j upon the land and real estate describ- V., this 20th day of June, A. D. 1913.
j. y to 1). S. I.owitzki.
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is
what
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That
a
condition
into
tion
those
just
Clovis ed in
ing because of drought,
BELIEVES IN IT.
ECTS-HE
W'M. II. POPE,
plaintiff's complaint and comfarmers were raising their usual big
DR. PIERCE'S
known as the Talaya Hill
United States District Judge,
monly
FOR SALE -- Ne w Majestic kilcbeu
crops of feed stuff. Year after your Grant, which said land and real es- United States District Court,
'r.inge. I'sud three weeks. Bargui l
By CHARLES A. DINSMORE.
they increase the acreage, getting the tate Is situated within the State and
District of New Mexico ss.
llir cash. Address I'. O. Box 515.
same groat yield no matter how District of New
An empire is building on the Now
I, Harry F. Ixe, Clerk of the United
Mexico; and it apwhich has been so favorably knownlor over 40 years. It Is now put up in
in
Is
substance,
and
conceived
thus
much
after
year
Mexico plains
planted;
pearing that the defendants, the un- States District Court for the District
tablet form, as well as liquid, and can be obtained of medicine dealers
ROOMS FOR MEN Newly furlii.sh-en- ,
maintained on honor, progressing on
for trial
year there is more stock fed, and known owners or claimants of Inter- of New Mexico, do
everywhere or by mail bv sending 50 cents in lc stamps
hereby certify that
birthY
whose
are
Silos
more
resources an empire
money made.
going est in or to the tract of hind known the above and
R.V. Pierce, M. D Buffalo, N.Y.
light and airy, shower bath, use ot
foregoing is a true and
Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson, corner
up; farmers are adding more stock to as the
place and headquarters is Clovis an
library.
be
correct copy of an order of court made
Talaya Hill Grant, can not
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Grant and Johnson. Phone 270 J.
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day
In
treats
cloth
bound
en that a ton of ensilage gooB farther New
it a book of 1O08 pages handsomely
Curry county. The elevation is 4000
snd is a comolete
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Witness my official signature and
of Phy.iolofly-HyitieAnatomy, Medicine
than 4 tonB in the stack, or us usually
SITUATION WANTED By compe- feet; its Boil Is rich and deep; Its sealc
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in this cause;
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tne seal or sam court, at. Santa Fe, in
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fed.
is appeared
The matter of silos here
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tent,
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D.
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if
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Btaml( cut 0ntinually. all without any profit always.
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py uie court lN THR DISTRICT COt'RT OF THE
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its business institutions active, broad, in his automobile. We passed field Attempt to irrigate.
The natural John F. Taylor, county treasurer, is that
a certified copy of this order,! ttmtfJ') STATES FOR THF DIS
principally,
financially solid; its citizenship cosmo- after field of yellowing
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in
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me
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United States of America, Plaintiff,
sources limitless.
that
gel. fat enough for
road work. All kinds of help waited
ask- - would be spending money and energy
Possession of or charge of the said
that west where alfalfa has been king
No. 174.
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vs.
for this and other crops,
when, in the market on the erass urowlnir wild real estat e.
and furnished.
Call, phone, or ad- said
be
wheat?"
"Sure,"
"Can
that
ed,
R. K. Hutchings, et al., Defendants.
land where 40 years ago buffalo roamIt is the pure here the nourishing gramma grass
dress Livesay and Caldwell, second
in the world hard fact, it. is unnecessary.
"finest
Pritchett
It is further ordered that a certi
ed and were despoiled at the Indians'
im- which, at this time of year, is knee
ORDER.
floor.
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winter wheat, from whence comes our soil, free from alkaline or other
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for
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- dreds
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cultivation.
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who farms as he did business, and is for the purpose of enforcing a lien in
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ORDER.
can't tell you how bad it is, for I've
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appealing
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above entitled cause is commenced for
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and
my
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the Bald
weighed 235 pounds. Well, I butcher can not be found within
the purpose of enforcing a lien in fasaid Paul Strauss, a national senator
ed a hog last fall just six months old,, District of New Mexico, and have not the seal of said court, at Santa Fe, in vor
of the United States of America,
of France, to me.
that weighed 202 pounds, and I raise voluntarily appeared in this cause; said District, this 20th day of June. upon the land and real estate describ"But I can tell you that it is to be
a large number of hogs that at
Now on motion of plaintiff, it is A. D. 1913.
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and acts directly upon the blood A. D 1913.
ally,
of
live.
Paris
ple
may
Alamitos of Juan Salas Grant, can made nt least one week before tbo
mucous
and
surfaces.
Hall's
Catarrh
WM.
H.
exPOPE,
of
Forty million dollars' 'wovlh
not
be found within the District of said first day of September, A. D. 191J.
was
Cure
is
a
not
medicine.
It
quack
District
United
States
Judge.
citement over slums that many AmerDone in open court, at Santa Fe,
New
one
Mexico, and have not voluntarily
of
the
best
physiprescribed
by
United States District Court,
ican cities wouldn't even notice.
New
Mexico, this 26th day of June, A.
in
this
cause;
Is
in
cians
appeared
this
for
and
country
years
District of New Mexico. ss.
The Island of Tuberculosis isn't far
a regular prescription.
Now on motion of plaintiff, it is or- D. 1913.
It is composed
of the
Clerk
I, Harry F. Lee,
from the central market of Paris. In
WM. H. POPE,
of the best tonics known, combined United States District Court for the dered by the court, that said defendthat slum district seven out of 12 perUnited States District Judge.
Id a District of New Mexico, do hereby ants, and each of them, do plead, ansblood
with
act
the
best
purifiers,
sons die of diseases growing out of
United States District Court,
directly on the mucous surfaces. The certify that the above and foregoing wer or demur in this cause by the first
foul air and filth.
District of New Mexico. ss.
D.
A.
of
1913.
orday
two
combination
of
an
the
correct
of
September
is
true
a
and
perfect
ingred
copy
"Everybody seems poor here," I said
I, Harry F. Lee, Clerk of the Unltoo
is
on
ients
what produces such wonder der of court made
the 26th day
It is further ordered by, the court States District Court for the District,
to a withered old woman sitting on a
ful results in curing catarrh. Send foi of June, A. D 1913.
that a certified copy of this order of
New Mexico, do hereby certify that
very ordinary doorstep of a very orditestimonials, free.
Witness my official signature and under the seal of the court, be served the above and foregoing is a true and
American-lookinBlum
nary and
or
P. J. CHENEY & Co., Props,
in
upon
person
possespersons
any
court
seal
said
of
at Santa Fe,
the
correct copy of an order of said court,
building.
Toledo, Ohio.
in said District, this 26th day of June, sion of or charge of the said real es- imatle on the 26th day of June, A. O.
"Very poor," she said, "but we
tate.
Sold by Druggist, price 75c.
A. D., 1913.
1913.
pick rags and papers and muke a livTake Hall's Family Pill -- r
HARRY F. LEE,
It is further ordered that a certified
(Seal)
Witness my ofnciai signature and
ing."
Clerk. copy of this order, under the seal of the seal of said court at Santa Fe.
"Have you any children?"
the court, be published in the Santa in said District, this 26th day of June,
' Oh,
they died long ago. They were
IN THE D1STHICT COURT OF THE Fe New Mexican, a daily newspaper, A. D. 1913.
GOWN
not strong. No. But I was born
STATE FOR THE DIS- published within the District of New
HARRY F. LEE,
strong, in the country. My husband
HOBBLE INJURES UNITED
Mexico, once a week for six consecu- (SEAL)
NEW MEXICO.
TRICT
OF
Clerk.
v as not born in the country. He died
tive weeks, the last publication to be
United States of America, Plaintiff,
Two Photographic Views Taken By Shepherd in the Doomed Slums of
with tuberculosis."
made at least one week before tht
vs.
No. ISO.
Subscribe for the Santa
New
Pittsburg, July 28. Subjected to
Paris Look Just Like American Slums, Don't They?
"How many died?"
A. D.
abuse and vile villification since the Thomas B. Catron, et al., Defendants. said first day of September,
boosts
all
the
that
Mexican,
I
paper
I
know.
one
know
every
"Nearly
1913.
p.ginable thing they can find on the haled Into court and forced to pay first model arrived here from the
ORDER.
the time and works for the upbuild-tar.iore dead people than I do live ones.
fii es for building
in
court
Done
at
New
Santa
Fe,
homes
for
open
the
slashed
skirt
Parisian modistes,
good
It appearing to the court that the
of our new Stab
: have been here twelve years and 1 pavements.
I didn't see any more filth in Paris' working men; that Is, they ace taxed came in for its share of commenda- above entitled cause is commenced for Mexico, this 26th day of June, A. D.
am 'thirty-eight.- "
1913.
more for every working man's home they tion when Miss Helen Brasmeth, the purpose of enforcing a lien in
SheVlooked, except for her scraggly, Island of Tuberculosis nor any
'
WM. H. POPE,
gowned In one of the latest patterns favor of the United States of America,
than I have seen in the slums tuild.
black air, as if she were seventy.
United
District Judge.
esStates
to
was
able
cf
the
gown,
expose
In
Paris, city commissions are to be
upon the land and real estate describ"If tlley stop us we will starve," she rf more than one contented American
the onslaught of a maddened ed in plaintiff's complaint and com- United States District Court,
cape
to
on
of
the
appointed
pass
building
cHy.
added.
District of New Mexico. ss.
while Mrs. Harvey Wallace, who monly known as the Salvador GonJust as many persons die, in our working men's houses and to fix the steer,
Beside Jher was a filthy sack, half
I, Harry P. Lee, Clerk of the United
wore one of the obsolete
This is a new place to
rental.
limit
of
which
real
zales
and
said
land
Grant,
opened, nn it were bits of tin, papers, slums, of tuberculosis, and in them is
able to do more than estate Is situated within the State and States District Court for the District
not
being
eat, and will prove a
The new homes will rent for $6 a to
c'gar and cigarette ends, decayed just as much a menace to clean
hop, went down and was trampled District of New Mexico; and It appear- of New Mexico, do hereby certify that
delightful surprise to
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for
in
that
slums
of
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true
the
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everybody.
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rent
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v ho live in the slums, are the jackals
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of
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a
creased
until
five
50
month
on the 26th day of June, A. D. 1913.
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my
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signature
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everything but the utmost filth, early very simple. It takes all taxes from children are born.
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vador Gonzales Grant, can not be the seal of said court, at Santa Fe, iu
sured. Come and get
There are places homes built for working men. In
every morning.
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said
26th
this
of
June,
District,
where theyican sell almost every inv' most American cities, builders
will
acquainted
a
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day
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have little garden.
walking not far apart. Both
Fe's New Restaurant.
started to run and, aided by the gen Mexico, inand have not voluntarily ap- A. D. 1913.
this
HARRY
F. LEE,
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It
erous slash in ber gown, Miss Bras
Large, airy and comNow on motion of plaintiff, it is or (SEAL)
Clerk.
fortable rooms in conmeth succeeded in getting out of the
K
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steer's way.
nection. All the modU
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this
this
by
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so
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not
was
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skirt,
1
general merchandise at No. 304 San
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Lowitzkl
street
S.
court
to
Louis
is
Francisco
further
ordered
the
It
by
out of harm's way, and the Infuriated
IVest Side of Plaza,
animal hit her fairly in the back, that a certified copy of this order, un- who will conduct the business in fuI --fer-rlT
U
I
f tr mi ico
HAflrT FORMING DRUGS
9 sahu fc, - - piCH IN CURATIVE OUAUTUES-N- O
knocking her down and trampled on der the seal of the court, be served ture.
,
,
I
,,
pon any person or persons in pos-- j (Signed) MRS. JENNIE LOWITZKI.
her. Sb was seriously jinjured.
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BUT PARIS YILL SPEND

ONLY ORDINARY CITY SLUMS

TO DESTROY ISLAND OF TUBERCULOSIS.
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LOCAL ITEMS.

F. ANDREWS
Market.

NUFF SAID,

Grocery, Bakery and

Auto Delivery Every Hour

Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
will buy, try it. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl under 15 years of age. who collects the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
Boys and girls get busy, get your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRESS FLOUR.

Phone No. 4

PhoneNo-- 4

ANDREWS

Fishing is Fine. Reports from ('. F.
nn-,.McKay, who is Bpeiiums a
vacation on Cow creek, are to the el-- ,
feet that the tishlng l tine, ami he
proved it by Bending .Mrs. McKay
about CO beauties Saturday with in-- !
various
remember
to
(structio:is
friends.
INSUKK WITH IIAYWAIUl AND
BE SUHE.
JOSEPH B. HAVWARH.
You will And many good smokes in
jour cigar case. No trouble to select
the particular size, shape and shade
'you like. Zook's.
SPECIAL TONIGHT.
There will be a meeting tonight in
the Fireman's Hall of the Brotherhood
of American Yeomen. The work will
be put on in full form and all mem
bers are requested to be present as
we are going to arrange for a big class
adoption and we must have support.
We are also going to join the Two
Hundred Thousand Club and we want
member to loin with this
Hverv
We extend a corgrand movement.
dial welcome to all visiting members.
FOR SALE All kinds of building
lumber. 3M Galisteo street.
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
Almond Cream is fine for sunburn and
windburn. Take a bottle with you on
your vacation.
Venice has its
A Bridge of Sighs
Bridge of Sighs source of romance
and mystery. Now Santa Fe has such
a bridge on College street, but it is
a source of sorrow and fear. It is
made of wood and through it many
an automobile has plunged, with more
or less damage. The latest accident
recorded is that of Saturday afternoon
when a load of alfalfa went through,
the bales bouncing around to the con- sternation of the peaceful residents
who live near tne uriuge. iiesiues
crevices which play havoc with automobiles, there is a big hole on the
north side of the bridge, almost large
enough to swallow a horse. An effort
will be made to bring the condition of
this bridge to the mayor's attention so
that motorists and others crossing it
at night may be spared life and limb.
Horses Pastured on Siringo's Sunny Slope ranch st $2 per month, two
miles from city. Good grass and water.
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
nipples of all Btyles, brushes, baby
foods, talcum powders and the most
careful prescription department to
help baby when ill. Zook's.
Attempted Suicide Recovers. Max
Steinhart, who took chloroform with
suicidal Intent about two weeks ago,
but who was discovered in time to
save liis life, left Saturday night for
the Jewish Tubercular sanitarium in
Denver. In this connection it might
be mentioned that a letter was received Saturday from Leonard Cohen
of Cleveland, Ohio, asking as to the
whereabouts of Steinhart, stating that
the latter was a nephew of Cohen's
and had not been heard from for some
time. However, on the day Steinhart
attempted suicide a wire was sent to
Leonard Cohen, the address having
been left by Steinhart before he took
the chloroform, and this message was
returned marked refused and had to
be paid at this end.
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PRCES
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Furniture, Screen Doors
and Screens.

io

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

Everything In Hardware.
LUDWia WM. ILFELD.

V . M. WICKHAM

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

cm. ...

--

www.

MODERN AND
ALWAYS
LARGE LOBBY
AND

I

i

i

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Fit

-

j

ii

; jUVWjiKj j

j

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample facilities for large
and small bamiuels.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Lp.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole AginU For INTERNATIONAL

,

41 f ALFA SEED.

.

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

4S8'"k

LEO HERSCH

Phone B'ck

45

THE WEATHER
Saturday and Sunday were two cool,
pleasant days, both under the average
for this time of year in point of temperature. Saturday the thermometer
readied 79 degrees at 4 p. m and it
was as low as 55 at 5:10 a. m.. giving
an average for the day of G7 degrees,
or one degree below the average for
July 27 for 41 years. The humidity
averaged 3S per cent, and there was a

wind blowing at 7:40 p. m.
Sunday the temperature did not go
above 7S, and was as low as 54 during
the night, making an average of 66 for
the day or two degrees under the 41
year average for that day. The humid
ity dropped to 24 per cent, and there
was a wind of 26 miles an hour at
2:20 in the afternoon.
The lowest
reached last night was 52 and the lowest from the other stations was as
follows:
Amarlllo, 64; Bismarck, 52; Boise,
64; Cheyenne,
46; Dodge City, 62:
Grand
40; Flagstaff, 36;
Durango,
Junction, 56; He,lena, 52; Kansas City.
Los Angeles,
74; Lander, 46;
60;
Modena, 44; Phoenix, 66; Portland.
56; Pueblo, 50; Rapid City, 5S; Rose-Lur54; Roswell, 64; Salt Lake City,
60; San Francisco, 56; Spokane, 64;
Tonopah, 52 ; Vv'innemucca, 62.
Local Data.

Cuba and western Sandoval county
Teachers' Examinations.
Teachers' examinations for licenses through the mountains to Espauola
v ere held Saturday at Las Vegas and and Santa Fe. He points out that now
at the IC1 Hito normal. Examinations the only way one can yet Into that
will
be held country is through Albuquerque and
foi teachers' licenses
throughout the state on tlu following Bernalillo, adding that lust year he
dales: August J atul 2; 1.UU .rid H'h spent all his road money on such a
i.nd 22d and 2".d.
highway, and Intends to do the same
this time, although he says he needs
of others
the help and
Insurance Company Sued.
within
Jacobo Chaves, superintendent of if the road is to be completed
The letter
time.
a
short
reasonably
virtue
and
state
by
for
the
insurance
R. H.
of that position, agent for all foreign has been referred to Chairman
inInsurance companies doing business in Hanna of the roads committee for
and
report.
a
vestigation
the state, was served today with
summons in the case of A. B. Baca vs. State Salaries Will Not be Held Up.
scare abroad
There was a
the Insurance Company of North America. This is an action in the Sev- in the capitol this morning. In almost
enth district court at Socorro, in every office the employes were talking
which Baca seeks to recover the sum about the possibility of their not get
of $587 for insurance on his saloon and ting paid because the supreme court
fixtures, which were destroyed by fire. 'decision had awarded the various fire
companies of the state, the insurance
monies which had been diverted Into
Mall Carrier Not Killed.
the state salary fund. For a time it
During his trip to the southern part 'seemed
to be a real serious matter, but
of the state, Capt. Fred Fornoff invesa short talk with auditor W. G.
S.
mail
a
U.
that
the
report
tigated
developed the fact that every-- i
carrier had been lulled by rebels,
the fire
which report was printed in the Albu- body would be paid including
The insurance moneys,
querque Journal and extensively cop- companies.
com pan-- ;
ied in the other papers of the state. which were given to the fire
amount to
He says that the man was not killed, ies by the law of 1909,
and the test
but was shot through the arm, and j about $13,500 annually,
in which Tomas
that the offenders, two insurrectos icitse decided Saturday the Santa Fe
named ('asiillo and Ponce, are now in ' R Delgado, treasurer of
fire company, won out by the opinion
jail at Deming awaiting the order to of the
court upholding the judgment
hrinir them to Santa Fe to await the
awarded
notion of the federal grand jury. The of the lower court which had
writ on the
man who was shot was a regular sol Delgado a peremptory
state auditor, means that every fire
dier, detailed to carry mail from Lonow be
lnnihnn to the camps of the United department in the state will
rata. LuckStates patrol along the border. His making a claim foroneits pro in
arrears,
year
ily there is only
injury was not serious, it is said.
so that the state salary fund will only
lose that much, and Mr. Sargent stated
May Help on Road to Jemez.
today that he would be able to pay the
of
E.
Andrews, supervisor
Frank
state salaries as well as the fire dewritten
has
the Jemez Forest reserve,
to the chamber of commerce asking partment.
Lincoln County and Salaries.
of the chamber In the
the
Lincoln county has solved the coun
work of getting a road built from
life-size-
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Work Is Never Dene."

household
In spite of the ever Increasing popularity of modern
devices, some women are still "at war" with daily work. The profession of THE RELIABLE HARDWARE CO. is a noble one indeed, for
it consists chiefly of lightening the Woman's burden.
Kitchen utensils and durable tin.
Their stock of
granite, enameled and wooden ware, enables every modern housewife
in this community to accomplish wonders with a smile. Madam, do
you want to transform household drudgery into agreeable pastlmef
Well, next time you pass the Store come In and ask anybody ther
Don't forget the Place:
to "show you."

The Reliable Hardware Store, My Home,

1
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SALE

1:1

L

200
'
sioner
800
A. H. Harvey, county clerk
Dr. T. W, Watson, treasurer.:. 1000
800
Henry M. Corn, assessor
Mrs. W. L. Gunim, superintend60(1

ent schools

SECRETARY DANIELS IS
THE GUEST OF PORTLAND
Portland, Ore., July 2& Secretary
of the Navy Daniels arrived here toes- day from San Francisco. He was

SOUTHEAST

j

CORNER PLAZA.

corted into the city by Governor West
and after breakfast, accompanied by
representatives of commercial bodies,
mid the Governor, went by special
train down the Columbia river to view
the river and the harbor of Astoria.
He will return to Portland this eve
ning, and be the guest of the Commercial club at dinner.

ON HER KITCHEN STOVE.
It is interesting to note that the
most successful remedy for woman's
ills was originally prepared about
forty years ago by Mrs. Lydia B.
Pinkhnm. of Lvn. Mass.. by steeping
roots and herbs on her kitchen stove
and neighland supplied to friends
bors without cost. Us fame spread:
the demand grew; until now many
tons of roots and herbs are uHed each
year in order to supply this famous
remedy which has proved such a marvelous success in controlling diseases
of women. Merit alone could have
stood this test of time.

FERN
Boston and Table Ferns.
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ARFND0N GARDEN

Phone 12.
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IN LOW SHOES

us
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must go in the Round Up

I
!

WOMEN'S OXrORDS AND PUMPS

MEN'S OXFORDS.

wm

All of our regular $3.00 and $3.50 Oxfords
in Black or Tan, Button or Blucher,

Pairs of
dun

300

Metal

and

Vici Kid

EVERY SHOE HAS BEEN
CUT TO THE CORE !

1
f

SALE

x--

1
1

WM- -

UP

TALK

Pumps and
Oxfords.
ALL

SIZES.
We must close out our entire stock of Men's
Women's and Children's Low Shoes and Slip$2.25 Grade, Your Choice . $1.50
pers to make room for the mammoth stock Regular
S"-8- 5
"
"
" $2.50 "
which is now on the road.
"
"
"
In our determination to close them out we
"
$3.00
have neither looked at their cost or values.
Round Up Price,
Some are marked at cost and some for beAll must go in
low cost. Nothing reserved.
and all are the season's latest
the Round-UAn immense assortment of Oxfords that
e
Oxfords in Tan or Black, and best styles.
Men's
with a discriminating taste will apwomen
Button or Lace, with the low flat heel and
Tie and
preciate. They are Button models,
recede toe or the high nob toe. The season's best.
latest
of
style.
the
Strap Slippers

$225

$2.35
1,000 PAIRS OF

LOOK HERE!

p

high-grad-

t

CHILDREN'S

SLIPPER RIOT!

.

Hundreds of pairs of the season's newest
and most popular styles to go at the lowest
prices ever quoted in Santa Fe.
Some are soft and light, just the thing for
this hot weather, and some are rough and
sturdy, suitable for every day or school wear.
Now is your time to save money on children's shoes.

Regular S4.00 Grade, Your Choice .
"
"
"
.
$4.50 "
" $5.00
.

$2.85
$3.35
$3.65

THE WORLD'S BEST FOR MEN

!

years' record,

Conditions.
Relatively low barometer prevails
this morning from eastern Washington and Montana southward to Arizona
Some cloudiness
,aud New Mexico.
is present and showers have occurred

jover the Texas Panhandle, western
Kansas, southern Utah, and Nevada.
Temperatures remain moderate to
cool in the southwest,
approaching
closely to the line of frost in south- west Colorado and northern Arizona.
Conditions favor partly cloudy, but
generally fair weather in this section

NOTE THESE PRICES
Regular 85c grade,
your choice
Regular $1.00 grade,
your choice
Regular $1.25 grade,
your choice
Regular $1.50 grade,
your choice
Regular $1.75
your choice
Regular $2.00
your choice
Regular $2.25
your choice.
Regular $2.75
your choice
Regular $3.00
your choice

f

grade,
grade,

over Tuesday.

......

THE FAT, THE
!;;

LEAK

If

If
PI1I

tfjl
d

OP

d

A

1

dn

OP

$4.50

IN

ALL

$2.50
$2.85

POPULAR

LEATHERS!

r

Regular $3.00 grade,
van
t i choice
Regular $3.50 grade,
your choice
Regular $4.00 grade,
UAH.
hfil.
.
.

PFLUEGER'S
';V

$2.25

$1.JU
(J0

grade,

Regular $3.00 grade,
your choice
Regular $3.50 grade,
your choice
Regular $4.00 grade,
your choice

Qft
UVC

grade,

cHND THQ SE BETWEEN,
:

7fl

$1 7C
O
viel

the Pair but less by the Year, in
Tan and Black, Bttton
or Lace. Regular $5.50
and $5.00. ROUND UP
PRICE,

....."AJI

grade,

More by

':r-s-;3

20"

MISS A. MUGLER

I

41

FIRST DIRECT ELECTION
SENATOR TAKES OATH.
Washington, D. C, July - 2S. Senate r Bason, of Georgia,
today took the
rath as the first United States senator elected by direct vote of the

200

i

Embroidery Floss in
and Colors, both in Silk and Ci
ton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
C. Royal Society, and Princess
Linen, Art CenterStamped
pieces, Scarfs, etc

tniiiw")

ature.

" Suffragette or

,

Ferguson, county commissioner
county commisR. A. Duran,

: o

I

26. I
CTI DTC QATTTJ?T)AY JTIT.Y
'

OlJ-llXlt-J

L

years' record,
lowest, 49, in 1S73.
Forecast.
..For Santa Fe and vicinity: Partly
cloudy but generally fair tonight and
Tuesday.
For Xow Mexico: Tonight and Tuesday fair; not much change in temperNot-Wo- man's

--

sioner

V. M.

h

Best Assorted

I

temperature this date last
41

.

j

Highest temperature yesterday,
Highest temperature this date last

Extreme this date,
highest, 90, in 1S79..
Extreme this date,

do not give any indication of
reaching the salaries in the hill
vetoed by Governor McDonald. Th
Information for the above was contained, in the following from the of
ficial proceedings of the county commissioners of Lincoln county:
"It appearing to the board that inn
several county officers have been o
considerable
expense handling the
business of the county since fisn.g
charge of their respective office in
which they have been serving without
remuneration, it is considered advisable to advance a portion of such expenses paid out by said officers from
their own private funds. It. Is there
in! ordered that there be paid:. 800
.$
Pcriirio Chaves, sheriff
200
Doreto Lucero, probate judge .
Melvin Franks, county commis-

j

78

year, 85.
Lowest
year, 55.

ty officer salary question temporarily
at least by making advances to the
various county officers, for the IS
months they have put in without salary. It will be noticed that the
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